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PREFACE
4

The Alaska Sea Week Curriculum Series (K-6) emphasizes one
or mor.aspects of the marine environment at each grade level.
Kindergarten materials, for instance, are intended'to Introduce
students to the exciting and curious world of the 'sea and shore.
At the Other end of the series; materials for sixth graders
stress malt's interactions with the marine environment. While
the subject matter at each grade level is unique, as a whole the
grade level. gaides will yield a broad u standing of the marine
environment and its Importance to Alask ans.

The purpose of this curriculum series is to help the teacher
in interpreting the marine environment for elementary school
student g, However, what is included here is just a place to
begin. As you read the following materials, you will rind
factual information about many aspdcts of the marine environment,
and suggestions for presenting hese concepts to students through
multi-disciplinary activitieabdth in the classroom and at field
sites. Materials are organized into units, each4covering a
single idea or subpeCt. From these you, the teacher, may select
the units and activities which are best suited to your class,
community and resources.

"Sea Week" originate n Juneau, and these curriculum .

materials are most app,li able to southeast and southcentral
Alaska. However, the Al ska Sea Grant Program has funded a
three year pilot project to expand Juneau's successful program.
statewide. As Sea Week is piloted in 14 communities around the
state the Curriculum Series will be expanded to meiipt the needs
of western, interior, and northern Alaska.

Send us your comments and suggestions. The strength of the
f]Fnal edition willdepend not only on those of us staffing the
project - but on you - your ideas and comments. After fbuive
tried some of these activities - fill out and send in the
evaluation sheet at the back of this book. Thanks so much!

4

Jill Thayer7Belle Mickelson, Coordinators
Mary Lou King/Nancy Barr, Consultants
Alaska Sea Grant Program
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK 99701

47g-7631/7086 .



INTRODUCTION

Alaska has more than-33,000 miles of sho'reline; the earth's
circumference is only about 25,000 miles. Much of Alaska's
complex and intricate shoreline is accounted for by the bays;
inlets) headlands, islands of Southpast Alaska. Here, in-
Alaskan communities large and small we live in close contact 1

with-the marine world. Some of us make o.ur livings by fisnin'g
o,;..working for the Coast Guard, the State's marine4Oranspor-
tation system, or. marine shipping companies. Most of us
spend at least some of our time sport fishing, digging clams,
beachcombing, or just gazing out atth incredible scenery of ,
snowcapped mountaias and eNYerchanging waters.

The dynamic marine environment of which 'iriLe\are a par.t.is our
herit4ge, our trust. It is only fitting that our children
know that world intimately so that they can grow up in an
understanding of its complexities, it subleties, its 'importance.
This is of particular urgency now that Alaska is.facing in- 0
creasing pressures to make decisions that vall!effect the use
of her lands and seas for generations to come. We, a'nd cur
children, must have a part in the decision making processes
ind the more knowledgeable we are, the more effective our
.participation will be.

Teaching,children about the world in which they five is it-
portant and perhaps it has never been mop- importian't than it

is in Alaska today. Teaching facts and concepts about the
marine world is important but perhaps most important of all is
the teaching of attitudes. It is hoped that-through the. study
ofmail*or life, students may.gaan thp following:

I. An increased interest in their'environm,ent.

2. A greater awareness, appreciation, respect for the
natural world that is so close about t em here in

. Alaska.

3. The sheer delight, pleasure, happeness that tan dome
from observing and understa.74ing nature olose up.

4. A sensitivity to the relationiftTp....between themselves

and their environment.

If that can be accomplished, all our lives will be better
because of it

'1
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INTRODUCTION FOURTH GRADE

The fourth gradematerials in this series provides information for
the study of birds and their environment.' The student booklet
Birds in Alaska's South Coastal Environment has activities covering:

=

Kinds of birds
maiieup of a bird .

how. birds live
where birds live

. con4ervation
.birds in your area

"

fi

The brrd unit presents general information about birds and includes
specifics to assist students in their, identification of birds un-
known to them.

A second unit: Estuaries, presents study materials on the plants and

animals living in this environment, Included is the value of the \

wetlands as they relate to birds and to the sea. Estuary field trip)
activities and studies are outlined to round out this.

The,hope is that students will gain an Understanding of the estuary
environment and an appreciation for the importance and beauty of
b rds, Including increased person pleasure and satisfaction from
en o4nters with birds in every envi.ronment.

r.
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ALASKA'S BIRDS AND WETLANDS
.

Fourth Grade
J .

GOALS: 1. Learn about, identify and enjoy some of
:Southeast Alaska's birds.

2. Acquire an appreciation'for and knowledge
of our wetland habitats.

3. Learn about wetland conservation.

BIRDS IN THE SOUTH COASTAL ENVIRONMENT

It is recommended that each student:

1. Complete Birds In Alaska's South Coaaal Envirdnment,
a student booklet for bird study,...lbefore going on the Sea Week
Field trips. One-copy is,recommedded for each fourth grade
fAtudent.

2. Complete the Estuary Worksheets--or at least participate
in a class discussion on estuaries.

1

FOURTH GRADE FIELD TRIP-TO THE BEACH DURING A.MINUS TIDE

The On-Site Organization in he field trip section of th_is_
folder is recommended for belch activities.

1. Divide the class in groups of 5 or 6 students
with a parent or older student with each group.
Explore the lowest part of thq beach when the %
tide is out.

,

2. In addition, before going to the beachgo over
again the section in-Birds In Alaska's South
Coastal Environment on Habitat Page 17. Make a
list of bird habitat things to look for while at
the beach:

.,A4r

FOOD
clovEp
SAFE NEST SITES

At the mid-point of your beach trip sit down and
discuss:
a. What did you see t birds could eat?
b. bid you see a bir eating? What?
c. Is there any cover for birds here? Where?
d. Where could !Ards nest? What-lairds?
e. What else did you see?

I

1



3. For the remainder of time you might:

a. Take aset..ilus bird walk in small groups.
Record all bitds seen: (describe if they
-cannot be 'identified) in the water, on the
beach and in the bushes or trees. The
students could thin Check these birds on
their /own lists iwathe ba4 of the bird
booklet when they get back to the claSsroom.

b. Place some food (bread, herring) at widely
separated spots.on the beach, then sit
quietly in sufall groups4by the food aNd 4

watch to see what comes -- listen to sounds
and watch what goes on during the .quiet
time.

The best beaches for birds are those atthe mouth of_a r iver
or creek, however; some birds can be seen at all* th6/)beaches..

.2

FIELD TRIP TO. AN ESTUARY

In an estuary, the fresh water from the river carries nutrients
-from the land that mix with the nutrients in the sea water
making a veryirrch place or plants to crow. Some plants grow
in the water, same grow in the mud flats and some'grow on the
uplands where they are only rarely covered with tidal water.
The abundant plant life provides food for .all'sorts of animals
from microscopic to large birds, fish, etc. The variety of
plant life also provides shelter or cover as well as many nest
sites.' For these reasons there are more birds on the estuaries"
thag on any other type of ,habitat near the sea.-

4'

Materials Needed:

.1. 'Binoculars and hand lens (if ,available) -
2. One plastic sandwich bag for each student and one

large bag for the group leader.
' 3. Pencil and clip board (plastic bag to cover)

for each group of students (four groups)
4. Large piece of cardboard, felt market and small

roll of scotch-tape for each group.

Preparation for Estuary Field Trip:

1. The student booklet Birds In The South Coastal
Environment has illustrations of the most. common
estuary plants along with the lit of the most
common birds in the coastal area. If the students
have studies both of these they will have some
idea of what to loct, for on the fie,ld trip.



4
2. Students should know what 'an estuary is and how it

is made or develbps. Check in the library for'.more
information if you or st nts are interested in

, more than has, been prese ed in the Estuary Unit.

3. Folloy the appropriate suggestions for getting
ready for the Field Trip on Page .3. Warm clothes
and rubber boots ate important.

4. Students could talk to old time/ s, hunters, bird-
watchers and parents about the estuary. Compare
what they hear with what they s*.e.

5. Divide he class into four groups before leaving
for th Field Trip. One parent or adult for each
group 3.>s recommended. Make the student bird book
available to the parents well' in 'advance of the
Field Trip.

ESTUARY TRIP

1. Organize the groups,with Biology training students,
knowledgeable parents, biologists or other volunteers,
at the beginning of the field trip.

2. Plan the order to be followed for use7Of the "exiArts"
(plant, bird, ecology). with etch group7'

e P
3. Explain the rules ,

a. \Stay with your assigned group

4. Distribute the plastic sandwich bags (one COr each
student) and the worksheets on Page 24 (one for each
groUP) and explain,the,acitivities.r

a. Observe and record birds/5h theworkshe.etf
These birds can then be checked in the
students's bird booklets when they get back
to,schoo1.Record what man has clope to the
estivry,

b. Collect the item9/that are listed after these
instructions. This could be used as a
scavenger hunt`with som"recognition for the
most complete collection and/ot the nicest
display/or Just as a learning experience.

1. Group leaders work closely with your group
'-so that only hat will be used is collected.
Stress Conservation.

2. Collect nothing larger than will go in a
sandwich bag and only one sample of each
thing in each group.

ii

3
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The plants on te 1p.st are those illustrated
in Birds in The South Coastal Enviropmentx
student booklet, there-if individual
students'would,like to keep very small simples
of these plants to,take back to their class-..

room and tape ln their books by each illustratiOn,
they may do dos.

3. Do not coll(ect liv,/lanagtals

4. /Spend the last,15 minutes of the trip having
each group prepare a display of the things
cdllected 1317 taping and labeling the collected
items or-a lave 'piece ,of cardboard. ,These
displays can then be taken back t6 thv. clasiL
room for judging andfollowiup learning '

activities. Students could check the accuracy
Of the plant labeling from the illusXratigns
an their 14rd books.

LIST OF THINGS 1.0 COLLECT
1.

Five things from tie` tidal' area to, include:

,

L Seaweeds (Fucus and.UlvaY /
ar Goose tongue 41.

.

4 Sedge ,, -,

.Beach Rye Grass
t.

Five different Fungi, Lichens, Moss to -genc-lude:
.

.

Bird's Nest FurIgkis''
Licliten

Moss

One Fiddle Neck Fern

OnelIF:ruitingiBody Of, Horse Tail,

Five of the fpllowing:

4

1 1.

Lupin .
0. Dandedion

' Ma?Sh 'marigold Fireweed
Yarrow - Dock
Clack Lily '. ' . --..,

. . *4.6 ' ) ,

One each of the following: ..

1 't
--._

,

. Li'
Spruce Tree Needre andCone Cottonwood Bud .

.

Alder "cone" Male and Female Willow 4 .-

{Male "pussy", Female seed)

Five animal evidences such as Feather,'She'll, Bone. -/

i
*
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C. Follow -Up Activities:

1. Write stoxies or-reports that might be given
orally to their ownclass or some other fourth%

4-s-- grade as a method 'of sharinpea Week kknowledge.-

a- What is .an estuary?

b. The bird 'I likp-13.4st on my field trip.
a

4

c. Why would like to be 94fird.

d. I like the Estuary because

f. I did not like the Estuary bedause. . ..

011S

2. Write .a thank -you note. to someone Who helped the
student learn something new and to enjoy seaieek.

r

46,

1
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ESTUARY WORKSHEET

Birds
Kind`oi,Reet
Kind of Bill

6

What Does It gook Like?

f

5-

4

"

LIST EVERYTHING YOU CAN SEE THAT SHOWS MAN IS OR HAS BEN HERE:

What Is It? Why Is It Here?

4.0
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ESTUARIES' AND THEI,R INHABITANTS

INTRODUCZION
4,

An estuaryis a very special kind of place,
it is that area 9here rivers or streams meet the sea.
Unique conditiods exist in this environment where land
continually being exposed to the air and light then
covered by various mixtures of'fresh and salt water.

As students begin to study and think about estuaries
and to explore them, they will find that many of the ideas
they have learned about the sea and its inhabitants can
easily be seen. They will heed to think about how the
.estuary is different than the sea bepause of the presence
of freshwater.

. Estuaries have a special importance-to man and to ,the
cleanliness and quality of both the land and the marine
environment. By the.end of thp stay of est.uaries, students
should have an understanding of the importance of
estuaries anpl should have a knowledge of many of the plan's
and animals there.

I

JY

4

4.0
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. UNIT 1. WHAT IS AN ESTUARY?

Ob ettives

- To learn that an 'estuary. is a' place where fresh
water and ,saltwater meet, wheie rivers or streams
enter the sea.

- To understanA that the mixture of fresh and salt
water constantly rising and falling make the
estuary a. special, unique place.

.7-Teacher Background,

The forces at work In an estuary are ever cp.anging-

and they define whAt an estuary'is. .

If we think first of the tresh- water that enters the

estuary, we reali4e that.the water as it enters the sea is
as variable as the weather over the adjoining land,. When
rains have been heqvy, great quantities of water may enter
the estuary, 1511t when tie air is dry, the water flowing into
the estuary is far res*s - or even none: Melting snows'of
winter bring one kind of water to the 'estuary, "gully-
waMling' torrential downpours another. Sometimes the flow
is gentle, sometimesNowerful; sometimes the stream or river
flow is clear, sometimes it is laden with silt or other
debris from the laird. If man lives near the estuary, it may
carry with it industrial cheMicals or other bi-products of
man's civilization and these too enter the estuary.

" Alere the rive confronts#the sea, the forces of the
ocean cycle witrut cease. Tides rise and bring more salt
water into the estuarine environment; tides ebb and carry

4 with them fresh water from the estuary. Winds mix the
magses of fresh and tilt water, creating an environment too
.4sialty for many freshwater plants and animals, and too fresh

for most sea-living life forms.

The tidelands are "sea floor" part of the time and ex=
poseg to air, sunlight, wind and atmospheric temperatures,
at other times. Every day and every part of every day is
different.

Materials:

-side -tape presentati'o1i\ The Heritage of, our Environ-
ment: Estuaries Part 'I and II in Southeattern Alaska:
and Ecottg'dal overview (-availible from SERRC)

- student gat er'ed pictures of "estuaries
- student wor sheet

1 r.
Procedure. 4.0

The slide-tape presentation listed above is intended

8
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for older students, but it does define an estuary and might
be a good starting place for a cApss discussion.' You might.
wont to preyiew it and decide whether tp use part or all of

it 6
and whether it would fit, est at the beginning of your

study or at the end as a summary activity.

Present students with the definition of an estuary.

Perhaps simply
°

Estuary (es-0,, <-0: a place where fzeshwater from
rivers and streams meets and mingles
with saltwater from the sea

\\
Encopragd students to think about the area in which they
live. Are there any estuaries?

While even a small stream has its own estuary, estuaries
that are larger or more extensive may involve large inlets, .

lagoonp, or extensive shallow flats or grassy areas. If

there are.places an you'r lOcal area that are called "tidelands"
or "saltflats", these are probably estuarreg. They may be

. the deltas of rivers where sediment is deposited at the

.edge of the'sea. Step rock shares may also be part of an
estuary. In the most expansive terms, all the inside
waterS'of Southeast Alaska are an estuary.

Ap you stakt the study of estuaries, you might encourage
students to look through natural history or geographic
magazines:to find pictures of a variety of estuaries. These
could be used for bulletin boards or for covers of student

booklete 2

1juage to students of what they will learn, ask
them to list on paperor name some of the following:

!fishes
-sea animals that are not fishes (invertebrates or

, . mammals)
/5' ,-birds

`- plants

List as many as you can that you thipk might live 'in an

estuary. Keep this list and when the unit'is completed,

make a second similar list and compared the two.

The first of the series of worksheets on estuaries
might also be completed by each stud ,pt at this point.

or

[UNIT 2. ,PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY IN AN ESTUARY]

Objectives

-To understand-what primary productivity means.

(-

,./
.1 7
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-To measure some primary productivity in an estuary.
-To learn to identify one of the important plants
in the estuary.

.11

Teacher Background

Primary productivity is a term that refers to the
production of food material by plants. It is called "primary"
because, it is the most fundamental Jcind of food production,
one that involves gathering energy from the sun, nutrients from
the environment, and, in the presence of chlorophyll, convert-
ing these into organic material. Animals cannbt make this
kind of elemental conversion but must depend on plants or
other creatures that depend on plants for fold.

All,plants containing chlorophyll aae capable of ,prima-y
production, and, ih the estuary, the two most important
kinds of primary producers pare phytoplankton and the tall
grasses and sedges."

Phytoplankton are microscopic one lled plants.
Whe the temperature and other conditions ight,
ph toplan ton may "bloom" or increase their numbers drama-
ti ally. .Many of that shortlived phytoplanktens die and
s Ok ta,the bottom pf the estuary, there to become food

sc engers or to decompose and add their own nutrients
the aters of the estuart'. Other great quantities of
top ankton are eaten alive by tiry drifting or weakly

animals that are in,turn eaten by larger animals,
fon.

. AL

hestuaries that include
ds or mars4ands, the
s or sedgy es that thrive

er are ,extremely important
ri ary producers. In many
1 skan wetlands, the most im-

iant of these plants is a
d' called Carex. Like/

sedges,--iFix has a tri-
ar,stem, a charaCteristic
will distinguish it from
und- stemmed grasses.

r

/ =

I

arex is capable Of rapid growth and that growth is
Fla77 New shoots appear in spring and growth ceases by

er. Within its few months of growing, Carex may
height of three feet or more. In late summer the

s and other nutrients from the sedge plants are
n intothe root system and stored. In fall the
blades bend, tilen come to lie in a dense tangle
lands. Old blades begin to deteriorate, then rot

gh bacterial action, s n and weather are broken
return to nt which they enrich to

g oth r new gr wth. h root system is ready
',4p a shootsip.n the ncf.

\ IL(nd

I'
)
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Carex is important because it introduces nutrient
.materillTo the .estuary though the process of decomposition.I
But in addition it serves S sheltr and food for many small
organisms and much of'the year butcparticulaxly in winter
and springis an important fodU for Canada geese, and f

perhaps for other'geese as well. Geese feed on the massive
root 'system of he Carex as well as on the stalks Just above

(you
roots. If rou Tr-in.an area ere Carex can be found,tr you may see groups o geese gathered n sTFIT1g to feed on

this plant. N
Where estuarial waters are more saline than fresh,

algae such as Fucus may be found growing luxuriaitly in

. rocky areas.
;

ACTIVITY 1: PRIMARY PRODWCTIVITYAND THE ESTUAy

212i22LiMa

-TO unde4ptand that plants produce "food' from
theirawItaterials of their.enyironment.

-To learn two kinds of plants that a,re important
in producing food the estuary.

, Materials;
,

.

-chart or diagram shpwinq cycle of a green plant,

including fdod koduction .

- worksheets on phytoplankton and Carex

Procedure.

Irstudents have not already learned about how plants A
produce food or if they need a review, use a diagram like
the one below to, discuss with them the importance of plants

to alllife,

iStress with students the idea that only plants an

. produce food; animals get a;l their food from plan'ts 'or froM

other animals.that eat plants - they cannot manufactuie it
themselves. Se-if it were not for plants, there could be
no life as we* know it on this earth.

,

When students understand tke importance of plants as
'primary food producers, tell them that thei.e are two very
important kinds of food producing plants in an estuary.- one
ia phytoplankton and the other is the grasses or sedges. By

,using'any available, relevant science texts, 'the teacher
+background notes, and the student worksheets, teach students
about phytoplankton and the sedge Carex:

6

ti

(
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pre t,
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4

r

CYCLE of a

GREEN PLANT

I

Chlorephyl,

(G,feer,.c'omer+)

0 0

Nutneos der
Green Plants use water, sun,

inutrients from soil to make
new leaves and stems - that
is to ,grow!

Before they die, many

r

Green Plants produce seeds
or, An other ways insure that
there plants
like themselves.

plants-may be eaten by animals, large or small,

I

I

Zt.

I

The plant dies, decay
and returns as nutria
to the soil.

k

20
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ACTIVITA2:, LOOKING CLOSELY AT CAREX LYNGBUAEI

Objectives

4

.

Materials:

-To identify Carex as it grows in an estuary/.
i

7-To. begin to understand its importance in the
wetlands-

small wire frame, about 1/4 meter or foot square
can be made from bent coat hangers
-a long stake or othr kind of marker with ered hand -
kerdhief attached - or some other means of marking
a location in a marshy area

-magnifying glaSses , notebook and pencils /

Procedure.
-4

Prepare thei class for a field trip and outline with
,them carefully what you piln to do.and what you will. be
studying. The activity'could be carried out with the whole
cla.ss or.could be assigned to several students working with
an older stydent or adult advisor.

Discuss with the students involved the fact that there
are any number of plants growing on the wetlands but that
you are interested, on this study trip, in finding and
identifying 3dst one of them - .Carex. Discuss the idea
that you are interested in learning something about its
importance on the wetlands. You may want to have students
suggest approaches they think they might want po try.

When you arrive 'at-Ithe study site, have; the students
find Carex as soon as they can. if your fieletrip is made
in early spring, the new Carex growth will be visible as
sstiff-, strait, pointed shoots perhaps no more than 3 - 4
inches tall. Each shoot'may include about 4 blades surrounding
the central, triangular stem. -It will probably be pink to s.

purple, bdt green will be showing at the base of the new
growth. ,By the first of May, Carex may be 6 - 8 inches high
and rowing more green than pink or purple.

. After studehts have located Carex and everyone recog-
nizes it, select an area for your study plot. You will, want
to select an area where Carex grows thickly and where (if
you are working ,in the sT.FTE) the fallen growth from the
previous year is still evident andwthi4. To find such an
area, you may need to look higher rather than lower in the
intertidal zone.

When you have found a good-spot to sample, bringlyour
wire,frame and other equipment to the spot. Place the wire
frame on-the.ground. Some students,may want to measure

1'
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the height of the previous year's growth of Carex in the
plot, others may want to examine that growth, particularly
.at ground level in sear of insects or other animals that
might be living on it. Some students may want to try .

. countrng the number of Carex sterns growing. within the plot
frame. All of these ad-Mr-iTies combined wi.11 start to give
an idea of the passive growth and the importance of this
plant.

i
/f

\\
, ..--

ACTIVITY 3: MEASURING BIOMASS OF A CAREX SAMPLE ,

1

Objectives'

- To determine ho uch mass of Carex is pro-
duced in a small p t including the roots

7_ ?t4;: underground.

% -To determine how much mass added during
a month of the growing season. Carex.
(Optional)

- To compare the biomass of a Carex plot L
the biomass of anckther Rind of area.
(optional)

Teacher B.ckground
t

Determining how much food material a plant produces is
not hard to 'do. The gne important notion that must be taken
into account is that Tkater does not count. Evtry plant

N

stores a greater or lessee Amount of water in its tissues,
. but because th4 amount of water varies from one kind of

plant to another, we must remove that water if we want to be
-able-to make a comparison between two different kinds of
plants - or even. between the same kinds of plants at differ-
eht times or under differ" g conditions.

,

Materials:

-wire frame as mentioned in Activity 2.
- a means4of marking the location of a plot on the
wetlands

- scissors or knives
shovel 4

- an oven (optional)
balance (scales)

-a largeplastic bag or gunny sack

procedure:

While at the field site with students, conduct any or
all of the suggestions outlined in Activity 2. With Cargx
identified and recognized by all the students, and with a
plot selected and marked, you are then ready to harvest the
plot. If you are sampling in early spring, you may want to
cut off only the old growth, and measure the height of tht
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new shoots. Alternatively, you may cut off all growth at a
llpsured distance above ground level - perhaps tAree,,,inches.

Cai-efully gather up the Carex that has been cut !and place

it in a bag. Check to "be sure that yod have carefu y cut

,Ik'l
everything growing within the plot boundaries but ve not
harvested outside it. Now, with the plot careful y marked
if yod want to rtturn to it - you may move to another
location where Carex roots are exposed along the stream
banks to check roots and deeermind the probable root mass in
your plot. .

.Find a cut-bank and separate a Carex plant, whiolarkis
growing there, from its root. Count the number of Carex-
plants ih your plot. Later students can multiply the
number of plants times the reight of one to determine the
probable total root mass fdr-the plot.

. When y u return to the school wiJoh your bag'of Carex, you
are ready to dry then weigh To do the former, plaCe the
cut Carex in a .low oven until it feels light in weight, or
tie ixt in sma 1 bundles and hang it up to dry. Either way
when it is dr , weigh what remains. To do this you may
have tp tie i in bundles, breaX up, of devise some'
method to pomp ct it.

The answe you get when the dried Carex is weighed is a

me sure of how uch food.Carex growing in an area the size
of your plot qa produce4 ,

A A

it ,
I

4
SUPPLEMENTARY AC IVITIES.

1. Students ay wish to harvest plants growing in another

)/
kind of environment-- perhaps the school yard, the forest
edge, a lawn\-- then follow the same drying and weighing
prvedure and compare the productivity of the two areas.

2. If you hav ,Harvested your Carex plot in eally spring,
you may want o return to it a month later, use a ruler

or meter stick to measure how much taller the stems have
grown, and then cut off the new growth, dry it, weigh it
and deterinine what percentage of the annual growth appears
to have taken place in,the month's interval.

3. Review or use the activities concerninyFudus. (In-

s cluded in the third grade guide in this series)

LLEITl.
INVERTEBRATES IN THE ESTUARY'

,

Oblectives

-To understand that a estuary is home for a wide
variety of invertebrates.

-To recognize some of the invertebrates living
in an estuary and to discover where each lives.

4
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' Teacher Background

In vertebrates are animals Without backbones insects,
spiders, crabs, snails, sea, stars, and many, zany more.' ,.

Because an estuary is a complex environment with freshwater,
brackish watery and salt water, it is home to a wide variety
of invertebrates that live on or near some kind of water.

Every species of organism has its own unique set of
requirements, a set of qualities that must be present in the
environment in order for that plant or animal to be able to
survive and reproduce. If students have used this curriculum
series in third grade, for instance, they have learneq_where
each species of intertidal animal is,found depends on such
factors as: .

es

the kind and amount of food available. .

the intensity of light
the plant's or animal's resistance to drying

the plant'ssor animal's tolerance to fresh water'
the pla.9,t's or animal's adaptabilielsto surf conditions
the plant's or animal'p success in competing with ,

other organisms for the same space.

In an estuary, the same kinds of factcrs are important in
de,tzrmining where any species of invertebrate will be found.
The most obvious of factors is the degree of saltiness or
freshness of the water. Some species, for example, may be
found in the estuary only where the water is quite salty,
while others survive only in the fresh stream or river water
or may be able to tolerate certain degrees of salt or fresh-

-

ness between the two extremes.

While the factors that limit animal distributions are o
complex that biologists do not fully understand them. elemen-
tary students should be able to grasp the idea that each
animal species has its own built-in set' of environmental
requirements. By exploring an estuary and recording there
several kinds of animals are found, students can begin to
associate each kind of animal with a particular kind of
place.

ACTIVITY 1: THE ESTUARY, HOME FOR INVERTEBRATES

Objectives

- To recognize kinds of invertebrates that inhabit
estuaries.

Materials:

Cs

- To record where each kind of invertebrate is
found in the estuary.

- worksheet on invertebrates in the e tuary
- checklist or notebook and pencil

0 4
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Procedure

. In class discss theidea, that each living species of
plant or animal.needs particular qualities from its environ-
ment in order for it to live aria reproddce. If students
studied intertidal ecology in third grade, review with theth
what their learned about why different intertidal species
lie where they do. Discuss familiar land plants and animals
(what lives in forests, gardenst lawns, deserts', etc.) and
then marine or freshwater plants and animals. 4

ricourage students to 'Mink about the differences in
-envirenmentalonditidas that might be found WITHIN an
estuary (water saltier'or fresher, grass and sedges present,
or absent and thick or sparse/ ,presence of fine silt, rocky `

areas, sand, amount of surf or wind, amount of egposure to
sun, etc.).

Allow class time for students to complete the worksheet
an invertebrates in the estuary.

By using the'checklist of invertebrates in the estuary,
introduce or review the kinds of invertebrates often found,
abundAntly in estuaries. Prbpare students for, field activi-
ties by being sure they can recognize thesetigd id tify
them.

IN THE FIELD

When the class is visiting an estuary on a low tide,
assign several students or the,whole class to spend a portion

4of their time "surveying" the,estuary for the animals on the
checklist. ,Students should think about the area where they are
and decidekhow best to look at a cross section of it. It may
prove best to draw a visual line from a creek mouth or
riverbank, through grass and sedges' to more open salt water.
Begin at one endiof the imaginary line, examine each differ-
ing kind of habitat and list for it the kinds of-Animals
that are found. Sere. FOR SAFETY'S_SAKE, THIS ACTIVITY MAY
NEED TO BE DONE AS GROUP WORK WITH ADULT SUPERVISION.

In the field at the end of the above, outlined survey or
later the same day (or the next) in the classroom, tabullte,
and analyze what students observed. Decide on key words to
describe.each kind of habitat.yotkobserved. For instance:

tidal edge ,

steep creek bank
strear
bare mud flat

.at baseoof thick sedges
large shallow tide pool, etc.
grass - spruce - alder line at top of tidal

influence .
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-For each kind of habitat, list the animals that were found
there., Then encourage the class to decide which animals ..

could .be foUnd in freshest water,, jbich in saltiest, which .

seemed to have the greatest tolerance t14 a wilde range,of
,

. salt concentrations, which were on ortfi silt, which in
- rocks, in tide pools, etc.

a.

ADDITFONALACTIVITIES

1. Art, .science. As a class or,individual project make a
map of the %stuarine,rea that was visited. 'Mark or
represent on it the animals found and their locations.

ft4:

L

(UNIT 4. FISH AND THE ESTUARY]

Objectives
. , ,-.:"--..,

-TNundetstand the importance of an estuary in
the lives of many fishes.

Teacher Background

' Because of the deposition of land derived soils iri wetland
or estuarine. areas, these Places are extremely rich in
nutrients which foster plant growth an create arich enviNpn-
menia for many animals. The estuarine web,of life is extreme-.
ly complex, Plants, grow, decay, are fed upn by animals
large and small. These animals in their turn become food
for otherianimals or else die, decay and return thus to
'again enrich the natural system..

' If this complex system cou d be reduced which it cannot)
to a linear chain of who-eats-w -and-is-eaten-by-whom, fish
would have a place near the top the list. Feeding as
they do primarily on smaller fish and on-invertebrates,
fish are carnivores whose very survival depends on the '

healthy continuance of a complex system that produces in
ample supply ,the kinds of food they need.

Some fishes are year round or life long residents of the
estuaries, c.Thile others, including salmon, may pass through 4
the estuaries or spend part of their early lives there. In
either Case, the estuary is essential to) their survival -
and they, in many cases, continue to be an important human

food source. Thus although seeing all the links, causes and
effects is often difficult, estuaries and their well-being
are important to us because they supply us with food.

Oft
tiU
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ACTIVITY 11 THE IMPORTINCEOF :WE ESTUARY TO FISH

.b.Objez.tr/V

-To gather a backgrownd understanding of how
-fish fit into the life loheme ofan estuary.

Materials;
-

- films, texts, visual material as available
- wcWtsheet

Procedure.
_

Discuss with students he idea of fish as part of the
complex. life in an,estuary. Endow-age them to think and
talk about such ideas as;

..?

...,..3.111at kinds of fish do you think might live in an

estuary? Why? .

/What might fish in a estuary eat?

Why,would 9,0astuary be.a good place for them to
live

"
A

kf fish live iri an estuary, how does this make an
estuary importadt to-us?

4

40

After developing a class discussion and suppldinenting3 it

with whatever material is available, allow studenti"time to ,
complete the worksheet on fish in the estuary. You may want:
to continue the discussion to include ideas found on the

worksheet.
4'

ACTIVITY 2: SALMON IN THE ESTUARY

Objective 0

-To realize by fist hand.experjence that estuaries
may have an abundance of salmon fry during the

7--spring months. de

Teacher Background
-

Salmon are anadromous fish, *hat is they spend part of
theik lives in fresh water and part in salt water. Every
late summer or fall, millions of salmon in Alaska return
from a period of living in.saltirwatE, enter the streams
where they themselves once hatchedaom eggs, spawn and die.

The eggs thatthey deposite4.remaidrih,the gravel of the

4

YR.
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streams over winter.. The following ,-spring, young salmon
move out of the streams to salt watervbeginning
,!again the cycle of life oI their parents.

As young fry emerge into the waters of the estuary they
begin to feed in earnest. Their lives are 'tenuous
and .the survival of each individual as well as each species ir

depends in large part upon the abundance Of food that the
estuary has to 'offer.

AO

Undqrstanding this cycle and seeing part of it as yodfig

salmon move from fresh to salt water help students appreciate
one more part of their environment.

Materials:

- simplified diagram of life cycle of salmon
- moviesJor filmstrips as available
- beach seine or minnow trap - purchalcr&or borrowed

4

Procedu e

In cragl-alscuss with students the general life cycle of

a, salmon.

Assuming that you are teaching this unit`in
stress the fact that it is at this time that salmon are
emerging from the. streams and beginning their salt water
existance. (Many students may already have detailed famil-
rarity with,the salmon cycles. If they do urge them or their
parents to share this knowledge with the class.)

20



Life cycle of Chum Salmon

p

EGGS IN STREAM GRAVEL
SEPT.-DEC.

ALEVIN IN STREAM GRAVEL 1

JAN .--APRIL,f

FEMALE

FISHFIS.H SPAWNING IN HOME STREAM
3 TO 5' YEARS OLD

FRY IN ESTUARY
MAY-JUNE

FISH MATURING. IN OCEAN
2 TO II, YEARS

JUVENILE FISH IN COASTAL WATERS
JULY- SEPT.

'2 3
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AT THE FIELD SITE. CAPTURING SALMON FRY.

Using either a beach seine or.a minnow trap (enlist
help if these are unfamiliar to you!), involve the class in
attempting to capttre some of the outmigrating salmon fr
Minnow traps shou3 i1 be baited andsleft in the stream over ght.

After students have'seen "the salmon fry, understood
their significance and their place in the web of estuarine
life, release them, stTessfng to students the iploortance of
giving the fish a chant 'to grow and mature. Don't touch the
fish or keep them long,'as even mild stress can be fatal.

'OTHER ACTIVITIES.

1. Science. Arrange to have someone from Alaska Depart-
ment Of Fish and Game talk to your class about salmon
and their life cycle.

2. Cr tilie Writ ng. Ask each student to make up a
story about a sa on's life in the estuary, including
the d ng leasures the fish encounters.

1UNIT 5. MAN AND THE ESTUARY'

Objectives

-To understand that Wetlands have great, direct
and indirect, importa9ce to our,lives.C...

-To understand that the''qare we take of them and
our attitude toward theleeffect the quality of
all our lives.

Teacher Background

,e The following-ex erpt from a publication of the National
Wildlife Federation su s up many of the environmental values
of wetlands occuring in river flood plains or estuaries.

"Wetlands play a vital role in pollution
control. They trap, retard, or transform maertals
such as gilt, pesticides, toxic metals, and organic
matter. Microorganisms found in wetlands break down
air pollutants such as sulfate, and water pollutants
such as nitrates. Wetlands serve as living filters,

-removing phosphates andsnitrat nd storing them as
nutrients for growing i the bottom mud. At
the same .time, w tiards generate si nificant amounts of
oxygen by way of their abundant plan life and their
nitrogen-fixing and sulfate-reducing bacteria.

"Wetlands hold silt, and sediment carried by flood
waters whifh might otherwise end up in navigation

30
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channels (necessitating expensive maintenance dredging)

and in shellfish beds. These silt particles frequently
carry pesticides and other toxic substances. By holding
the silt, wetlands hFlp these hazardous substances out

of our water, supplies.. Keeping even silt out of the
water is'impOrant because suspended silt blocks out
sunlight, which reduces photosynthetic action,.which in
turn reduces the growth of bottom plants and phytoplank-
ton. Increased turbidity also hinders,the feeding and
breathing of many fish and may even impair migratory
and reproductive behavior. A thin layer of silt, for
example, can suffocate.fish eggs after spawning.

"There are limits, however, to the pollution-
absorbing capacities of a wetland. Excessive pollution
can totally disrupt a wetland's ecologidal balance and
transform it from a healthy, valuable resource into a
putrid, polluted, mosquito-ridden liability.

.01

"When allowed to do their job, wetlands are quite
remarkable. ,,Recent studies have demonstrated that
wetlands can'rieduce levels of biochemical oxygen demand .

(BOD), phosphates and.coliform (bacterial)counts, while
producing significant amounts of oxygen."

Sullivan, Peter. Versatile
Wetlands - An Endangered Resource.
Conservation News. October 15, 1976.

yd.

In terms of dollars and cents, environmental economists
estimate that it would cost at least $50,000 per acre to
replace all the functions that a wetlands performs. The
importance.of wet4nds is hard to AderestA..mate, and it is
important that the students who will grow up?to make deci-
sions about them understand their value.

V

31
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- film or filmstrip on tidelands (as available)
- worksheet

Procedu e.

key ew with students what they have learned about
tidelands. If a film iS available, use it as' a summary
activity: Discuss with the class the ideas developed in
the guotaDn included in Teacher Background. Allow
time - and help - for students to complete the final
worksheet on estuaries.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES.

1. Encourage students to select a particular aspect
of tidelands and-prepare a report for the class.

2. Prepare a wall-sizeirepresentation of the tidelands-
and their importance to man, wildlife - include plants.
and animals, mine and freshwater species.

3,?
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TENZHER Si TICKS FOR THE USE OF THE SISIDENT BIRD BOOK

If possible each student should be given a copy of this booklet
(pgs, 1749 plus the eagle ,front piece). If you COPY this student booklet,

it is designed to 64duplicated back-to-back.

The ten activities outlined could be used ependently, for instance:

"Habitats", which includes plints, could be either very early in the

fall or in late spring when plants are present or study.

The` chec kIsist on pages 40-49, while dompiled.kar spring, has any Ill-

ustrated birds could be Been and identified an the fall and winter. A
copy of these pages could be taped together and displayed making It possible_

f9r the studvntt to see all the material more easily.

One objective in preparing this book was to have students discover that

they dach already know something about bIrds.,,, Students can learn from eadh

other, and from this book. If y still have questions, other bird bOoks

and field guides and/or comma experts can be consulted.

ti

4

Possore Schedule
.

.

.

1st Session Cover pertinent itudel4t materials (pgs. 1-4). Additional

bird books and picture may be displayed. Students should

understand they are to fill in just the first three Columns
of 5cheir bird list (columns 4-7 will be filled in as they go

through .he booklet.)

2nd Session - What is a Bird? (pgs. 4-8) Try to obtain serveral feathers

for students to handle for this section.

3rd Session - Making a Living (pgs. 9-11)

4th Session

5th Session

6th Session

7th Session

8th Session

7

bests (pgs. 12-13). Discuss the inportabce Of not disturbing

Misting birds.

kligration (pgs.' 14 -i6.) A large map of North and South America

might.be helpful when locating birds' winter homes.

- Habitat (pgs. 17-31) Obseetring and identifying some of the

1 plants near the school might be helpfu.. *ant samples
from students' hates may be displayed.

- Conservation (pgs. 32-33)

- Bird Watching (pgs. 34-35; 40-49) Students should already be

observing and identifyang birds after school and on weekends.

Field observations with the group both within walking distance
of the school and in an estuary Or other good boding area
might be planned.

- Additional Activity (pg. 36)

- Bird Word Search, etc. (pgs. 37-39)

Additional worksheets are included in the back of the 4th Grade Book.

9th Session

10th*ession

33
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BIRDS IN ALASKA'S SOUTH "COASTAL ENVIRONMENT

/

* Mr

NE.

,.. ;

r

I AM AN ADULT BALD EAGLE COLOR ME

.MY HEAD AND TAIL ARE WHITE
MY FEET AND BILL AND EYE ARE YELLOW,
MY BODY -IS DARK BROWN

I AM AMERICA'S NATIONAL BIRD

1
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NOTE TO TEACHER
/

This is a bird study program for Furth Graders who atten4 school in the
forested parts of coastal Alaska; articularly Southeast. They could
,work on it alone or in small group . It will be more effective if the
teacher leads discussion of the qu stion sections. It should not require
additional materials; however, use could well be made ofbird books,

bird pictuhes, the Audubon Alaskan Bird Chart, or other materials.

The best field guides showing pictUres of all coastal at'ea birds (plus
many more) are: -

Birds of North America, by Robbins, Bruun and Ziff'.

A Field Guide to Western Birds, by Roger Tory Peterson.

The program has been dWded into ten activities, each of which could be
used for one class peotbd. Teachers with additional materials or with
time for group discussion mart' wish to use several more periods.

At the back starting on" 'age 40 check list of the 62 most common

birds that you may see in the spring. The information on this list will
be helpful while doing some of the activities. Have students be9.in

, immediately to check the boxes to the left of each bird they see and- can

. identify. Recognition might be given to the students with the longest
lists by the end of the school year.

NOTE TO STUDEVTS'
. %..._ ,,,

,

Identify these birds. If you do not already know their
name look them up ih the list at the. back of the book.
Write their name under the picture..'
Do this for all bird pictures as you read this book.

4
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I. Introduction

6

BIRDS IN THE ALASKA COASTAL ENVIRONMENT'

There are more birds in the world than there are people. Birds live
everywhere that people do and almost everywhere that people go - from
the center of cities to the wilderness, high in the mountains and far
out to sea. There are always birds. around where most of us go or live.
That is wh4 everyone knows quite a lot about birds. You will be surprised
to find how much ,your,how about birds as you go through this book. You

will alsolbe surprised at what each of your classmates knows. You will

find that as you all share your knowledge about birds you will all learn
something new..

-

Some of the things you will discuss are:

Page

II. Different kinds of birds 3
III.,,Whylrou can't be a bird if you don't

thave feathers ... 5

tp.
IV. How birds use their feet aTid mouths in different

ways to make their living
V. Where birds build their nests

VI. How birds avoid harsh weather apd shortages of
food by migration . 14

1

VII; You will have a chance to look at birds in their
habitats (where they live) 17'

VIII. Discuss ways in which people can do the things
they need to 0 without ruining the places

birds need (Conserjation)
A

IX. Birds you can seedtn your area 34

X Additional activities '36

Checklist o4 Southeast Alaska's most common
40

birds.
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II. ACTIVITY: BIRDS YOU KNOW.

r

Ye'

Everyone should take a little time to list the most common birds they
know in Column 1. of the table below. You could start with birds you
see in your area. Then add wild birds you saw some other i1ace. Finish

your list with birds you saw en farms, in zoom, in movies, in,oicture
books or anyplace.

Next fill in Column 2 - Is this a bird you saw in y r town? Write yes

or,no.

Now fill tn"Column 3 - Is this a small bird like a sparrow or a robin?
Write S. A medium bird like aduck? Write M. A large bird like a

goose or eagle? Write L. Or a very large bird like an ostrich? Write

VL. If you aren't sure of the size discuss it with your teacher or
classmates.

YOUR LISI_OF BIRDS YOU KNOW
1. .

Name of Bid
-.

2.

Your Town

yes-no

111

Sire/

4.

Feet

5.

Bill

6.

Where you Have
Seen It

7.

,Ok to
Huot

,

_ . .

f

,

.

.

.

.

R.

,

,

4.,

. .

A
. .

..

. ..)

1
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Perhaps yolr teacher would wish to ask each student in turn to name one
of the birds from his list and write it on the blackboard. Then ask the

class members who also have this bird on their list to raise their, hand

and write the number after the bird. In this way you can learn many

birds are on the class list and which birds are on most of them. Then

you can.fill in the three questions below.

1. How many birds on your own list? ,

2. How many birds on the class list?

3.' Which birds were on the mosists?

33



III. ACTIVITY: WHAT IS A BIRD?

You probably knOw that birds are one of the main groups of animals,

. but how are they different from, other groups?

Is it because they can fly? yes no

,;,f Can anything_ else fly? yes no What?

Is it because they can build,nests? yes no

Can anything else build a nest? yes no What?

Is it because birds lay egg yes no

,

Can anything else lay eggs? yes no What?

Is it beca6se birds have feathers? yes no

Do other things' gave feathers? yes no What?

BIRDS ARE THE 4NLt CREATURES IN THE WORLD THAT HAVE FEATHERS.

Look at the one shown below, then answer the questions.

Body feather

How many kinds of-feathers-are there?

Write their names:

Down feathers Quill--Flig .r wing Leather

--Shaft on one side.

(underwear)

- 2. 4.

tflyingi

5

(top coat)

steering



Which of'---t4se feathers would you pit in a sleeping bag?

Which feather would make q, pen?

How can you tell a wing ter?

How cap you tell a tail feather?

Flight feathers and tiefeathers have a shaft and a web. The'web is

held together by tiny-barbs. You can pull the web apart, then by running
it through your fingers hook it back together sort of like opepin9 and
closing a zipper. Try this if you have a feather in the classroom or if
you find a feather on the beach. Look at the barbs through a magnifying

glass. Birds keep their feathers in good order (zipped up) by preening

with their bill. Most birds have an oil gland. By oiling their bill

and then preening they keep their feathers waterproof. When you are

out, look for a bird preening.

Have you ever wondered how many feathers a bird has?

Guess how many feathers a chicken would have.

How many feathers do you think a swan would have?

A tiny hummingbird has about 1,000 feathers. A chicken has about eight

limes that many. Can you figure out about how many feathers a chicken
really has?. Put your answer on'the line beside your guess.

A swan has about 25 times as many feathers as a hummingbird. Can you

figure out about how man, feathers a swan has. Put your answer on the

line beside yourouess. -

Do they hav more or less feathers than you guessed?
. ,

..4.91 Birds Fly

Birds like airplanes are streamlined and are built of light materialss° r

they have less weight to lift. Feathers point backward. Bills are
lighter and more streamlined than the heavy jaws of map..2 ls and reptiles.

Most bird bones are hollow and filled with air from thIn lungs. even

the wish bone is hollow. Next time you eat chicken or key lookat

the hollow bones.

40
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.Bird wings mosie-too.fast-for us to really what they are doing. Slow

motion movies show that they are actually pul themselves forward

like a man rowing a boat. They push air down and back with the broad
side of the wing, then slightly turn and fold the wing to move it forward.
'Birds wings have an air foil like airplane wings that provide lift. °

Sore birds with great broad wings can soar and glide for long periods

without flapping.

4n Air Foil

>.

Airplane Wing

Iv;

(

gird Wing

r

Holcl,a lece of paper 11.ze this and blow under
it. Th force of the wind will push it up.

4

1

1%ow blow across the top of the ,per d watdh

it lif.

. ,

. . \
Fast moving air has less density than slow moving air and t ore dense

air will push toward the less dense pla4e. In an air foil, oing 4
over the wing has to go farther than if it goes under, therefore it has

to ,90 a little faster reducing dOn§ity and causing lift.

4
o.

Name a bird,with large wings that soars .4

Name a bird with littl short wiPs that has to keep flapping hard mo

of the time .4

; 0.

Before a bird lands it-sets its tail and wing against the wind like
,

..

brakes to slow itself down. Water birds often use their feet like skies

to slide along the water as they land. Watch a duck land in the water

. and-eee if you can see it apply "brakes" end slide on its "landing

gear."
, .

/
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- 4

A Draw a bird in the space bel9w with each part near the label.

Tail

Feathers

.5

4

Back

t 44

4

Feet

Crown of Head

Eye

Throat

At Breast

Wing

4:2 A

k

Bill

le



IV. ACTIVITY: Making A Ling.
People use their lower limbs (legs and feet) to travel (walk).
People use their upper limbs (arms and hands) to gather food and
build shelter.

Birds use their upper limbs (wings) to travel (flying or sometimes
swimming as a penguin).

Birds must gather food and build shelters ests) too
and wings are riot mutrrluse except to travel. But birds
do use their "Feet and mouth in lots of ways.

vyf

Birds do not have teeth. Birds have a bill or beak.
Different birds have different bills to help them get
their food.

SHORT STRONG BILL for eating and cracking seeds
(sparrows, grosbeaks, waxwings, eta.)

LONG SPEAR-LIKE BILL for catching fish (herons,
kingfishers, etc.)

SHARP HOOKED BILL for tearing animal food (eagles,
owls, etc.)

7.rok SLENDER BILLS and wide mouths for catching insects
(swallows, warblers, etc.)

LONG POINTED BILL for digging little animals out of
the mud (sandpipers, snipe)

STRONG SLENDER BILL for probing for worms or piccking
up seeds (robin, blackbird, etc.)

11

WIDE BILL for eating pond weeds and sifting mud
) (ducks wans,wans, etc.)

1
gg,

1

P
CHUNKY FLAT BILL for eating grass and roots (geese, etc.)

STOUT HOOKED BILL to catch and
tear fish and scavenged fo
(gulls, /Op.)

o
9
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I

All bfrds can walk even though they use their wings as their primary
means of getting around. They also use theii feet for:

,

It curved toes), robins, sparrows

SWIMMING (webbed), ducks, geese

WADING in water and soft mud (long
Straight toes and usually long legs),
heTon, sandpiper

110

GRASPING prey (Tbng talons and curved

-- feet), eagles

PERCHING or grasping on branches (long

SCRATCHING for food (three strong toes in
front and a spur-Me toe behind), chicken

. .

Some birds have additionally specialized feet such as woodpeckers for
holding onto rtee bark. The dipper has long, thin feet that clutch
rocks and the ptarmigan has feathers on its feet that hold it up in the

snow.

4

Woodpecker: 2 toes...0 forward and 2 back.
for gripping tree park

10

44'

4,



Ptefmigan: toes covered with feathers
for snow shoes

a

Dipper: has long toes toclutch rocks
while it is walking under water

Fill in columns 4 and 5 on page 3 with feet and bill types for the birds

on your list. The checklist beginning on page 40 may help you determine

the type of feet and bills if you have listed wild birds from your area.

When everyone is finished, exchange lists. See if you agree with the

type of feet and bills entered on this list., If you see an entry you do

not agree with raise your hand and see what the rest of the class thinks.

Everyone can correct their list when they get them back.

If no one in the class knows about the feet or bill of some bird perhaps

you can find out in the library or call an expert with a Government

Agency.
)

11



V: ACTIVITY: NESTS,

Where's bird builds its nest depends on how large it i5, whether it can
use its feet or bill to make holes or carry sticks and grass and so

forcq. What sort of nest is needed also depends on what condition the
young are when they hatch. Some young birds are helpless when they
hatch.and must have a place where they will ,pat fall out and mere their
parents can feed them for several seeks until they can fly out. These

are called ALTRICIAL birds. Most perching birds and tree nesters (hum -

mi.ng birds, robins, eagles) have altricial young. Other baby birds can

walk and pick .up food soon after hatching. These are called PRECOCIAL

young. Chickens, ducks, and shore birds have precocial young. Precpcial

chicks usually must be kept warm (brooded) by their parent at night dr
when it rains. The parent,'usually the mother, broods the young by
covering therri with wings and body.

lA

Precocial Birds

The next'page is a drawing of some habitat. There are a number of

places where a bird could build a nest. Put a number at each -place you

think a bird might nest, then write the bird's name by the same number

below.

-Altricial Birds

1. 5.

2. 6.

3. 7.

4. 8.

If you have a question about some nesting places or what would use them, ,

ask someone or look in a bird book.

Perhaps the teacher wi)l V;e-,time to ask how many people placed fiv

nests, six nests and so on.

How many nests did you locate?

What was the highest number in class?

12
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VI, ACTIVITY: MIGRATION,

*Some reasons birds migrate (move from one part of Ahe country to another)
are:

To find food
To find RTaces to nest
To avoid coif' we4ther

7
To find ope6 water (not frozen or_ pled up)

' In Alaska there is lots of food for birds in summer. In winter there is

less food for birds.)

List some kinds of food birds can find in Alaska in the summer but that
are not available in wInter when Vie lakes are frozen and snow covers

the ground. '
,

. P

3.

2. 4.

Where do birds go in winter? The following*map shows half the world.

The lines on the map show where two birds we see in e summer go for

the winter. The line marked (1) is for a robin fiat oes to California

and the line marked(2) is for a barn swallow that goe to South America.

Look in a bird book o at the bird lost atthe back of this booknd see
if you can find where some of the birds you know go for the winter.
Write the bird's name and where it goes on the chart. Then draw a line'

from where it spends the summer to where it spends the winter. Put

number you have given the bird on the chart.on the line showing its
migration.

Name of Bird Where Bird Goes in Winter

1. Robin California

2. Barn,Swallow.

3'.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

South America

43
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List some birds that stay in your area all winter. What do trey

eat?

Name of Bird What Does it Eat in Winter?

.

.

,

.

.

i

,

..

.

.

k

F,i,ft" a picture in an old magazine of a bird or birds that stay in

our area all winter. Paste or tape the pictItce 1)ve.

MI

Look at the'last column of the bird list in the back of this book.

,How many birds stay all winter in coastal AP

Flow many do not go south of Cal.?

How many go to Mex.and Ce6tral America?

How many go to SouthAerica?



VII. ACTIVITY: HABITAT.

Tie habitat of any animal or plant is the place where it liveS.

A bird's habitat must have:

Food - Seeds, plant leaves, buds, insects, mice, fish: other
birds, etc.

Cover - This might be bushes and trees for-protection from the
weather or from natural enemies. Cover is sometimes

required for safe nesting. Cover could be a place to

- roost (reset or sleep).

Safe Nest Sites - Some birds spend mostiof thir time in the
air. Some birds roost on the water and spend
most of their life out of sight of land at
sea. But all birds must put their eggs on

land.

In general the habitat with,the most variety has the most different

kinds.of birds. The tide flats and nearby upland has the most variety

of any habit4t in our area. A place where a river meets the tide is

called an ESTUARY. An estuary may have islands, marsh, trees, bushes

and other features at its edge.

Following are some pictures of important plants you will see on a

trip to the tide flats area. These are part of the habitat of the

estuary. ,

Collect a piece of each of these plants and tape it next to A .

picture.

Color the plants as near their natural color as possible. Look
at the plant or in books for colors you do not know.

Draw your owri picture of a plant or plants, in the empty spaces
in this section of your book, from the habitat of the estuary
and tape a sample, of that plant next to it'.

17



SEAWEEDS

#

On the lower parts of tife wetlands,
the only plants that grow are ones
that don't mind being covered by
salt water at high tide.

,Some-seaweeds are washed up onethe

wetlands. One is our common Fucus.
with little "bulbs" which'are fun
to pop when we walk on them.

Another you often see left by the
tides, in thin green sheets, is
"sea lettuce" or Ulva. When it
Is growing in water, At is quite
pretty and does look something
like a lettuce leaf. It is good
to, eat but DON'T eat the old dry
pieces ,left bthe tides:

Some are "seashore plants" that
like some saltwater: "goose

tongue" (Picture on page 23) is
one of these. Its real'neme
isAlantago maritime. Maritime
tells you it may the ocean.
Goose tongue is good to eat if it
is growing in a clean, unpolluted
place.

"Sea Lettuce" Ulva
"Daaw"

"Ne" Fucus

18
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.FUNGI', LICHENS, MOSSES

In the parts of the wetlands
that are above the tides, you
will find larger (and older)
plants, trees and shrubs,

and many flowering plants
as well as grasses.

You'may see some early mushrooms
(you would, see morefin the fall),
and dry bracket fungi and "bird

nest" fulgus.

40

Inere are many interesting

lichens. (Some kinds of

Algae and some fungi grow
together to make

lichens.).

You will see some on the
ground, in the moss or
sand, and some growing
on the trees or fallen

branches or stimps, or

on rocks.

You will want to look at the
fruiting bodies with a hand.

lens. Some look like little

pumpkin-pies.

Up among the trees mosses
will be everywhere - on
the ground - on stumps.

There are many kinds.

Look at the little "elf
caps" on the spore capsules
(like seed. pods). ,Use a

hand lens. Some look like

bird heads.

19



FERNS

There will be ferns up by the trees.
When you go in spring, the ferns
will have died down over winter
you will see the dead brown fronds
.on the large ones - but maybe. some
"fiddle heads" or-"fiddle necks"
starting up. Do you see why they

. call them "fiddle necks?"
"Fiddle" Is a name for a
Violin.

You may see liverwdrts.

HORSETAIL .

pfuisetum

Instead of regular seed,
horsetails have "spores
in a fruiting body" that
looks like a little
cone.

Tap the top
of a dry,
almost open
"fruiting

body." The

sppres will
come out like
a soft green powder
on your hand.

go,

Fruiting

Body

/

20
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a

SEDGES AND RUSHES
x.

If yiou icut the stems you will see

that most sedges have triangular
stems. you will,see many kinds of

sedges. They aee very, important

as fod for, geeire and other waterfowl.

That1is one of the reasons we have
so many, Canada geese on our wttlan0p,

some of which spend both winter an

summer here.
4

In the'wetmeadows on higher ground

you may flush a Wilson's snipe.

GRASSES

The large rye grass grown on the-
beach and sometimes up higher.

'Rye grass in used to make baskets

(Aleut).

There are many kinds of grasses

on the wetlands. Usually grass

has a round stem.

w

21 5U
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FLOWERS

4r

If yob go to the higher wetlands above salt water where the trees

grow, there are many flowering plants. In early spring, ,)ou

will only see the old dry stalks or leaves of most of them.

It is interesting to see how many of the wild flowers, (which yo0

know very well when they are in bloom), At can tell when they first

come up or from the old seed pods. Can you tell all of the flowers

on-the next page?
" .

Some plants have many "common names".or "nick mes." The lily

Fritillaria is called "rice root", "Indian rice , ocolate lily"

and "black y." The Tlingit name is "kbox." And sometimes not

such nice s, beceT)the flowers do have a rather unpleasant

smell.

Goose tongue grows where it gets some salt water from the tides.

Its Tlingit name is "taa

If you would like to color or Paint the flowers on the next page,

use colors as nearto the riiibt color as possible.

Find a picture of a local flower to tape here.

I

22 sc
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Friti llama
"rice root"

r

c

Dandelion

Goose Tongue

Dook
Rumex

Marsh Marigold

23
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uroaLIFERAE

Another plant that has many names is the "Indian rhubarb" or "cow

parsnparship.
It is called "wild celery." The Tlingit name isip."

You probably know this plant. It is large and has rough, hairy

stems an0 leaves that make blisters on some people. It has white

flowers in a large umbel. There are other flowers on the wetlands
that belong to'the same family, but they are not so big as the

cow parsnip.

Angelica looks much like cow parsnip but has different leaves -

smooth and shiny - and not so BIG. The flowers are often a little

pinkish or lavender, not so white as cow parsnip.

This family is often called Ombelliferae because of the umbels,

the flower heads like'umbrellas: It is also known as the,"carrot

family" or "parsley family" or "celery family" because` all these

good FOOD plants belong to this family.

But don't let that fool you Some orthe most POISONOUS plants

also belong to this family. One grows in our wetlands. It is

"water hemlock" or Gicuta.

Several of our wild Umbelliferae are EDIBLE (good to eat) but

NEVER eat any of them unless with someone who REALLY KNOWS the

plants.

24
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UMBELLIFERAE

Indian Rhubarb

or- Cow Parsnip
or Yana eit
(Do not collect)

Water Hemlock

44'If the root is 14

cut open them, are
"shelves" on the inside.

r, (Do not collect)

25
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TREES

You will only see a few kinds of trees on the wetlands,
and only on the shore, or where there are islands of land
above the high tide.

The largest tree is the SITKA SPRUCE (the only native
spruce in Southeast Alaska). One way you can tell

it is a SITKA SPRUCE is to feel the ends of the
needles; they are very prickley sharp!

Because they are narrow and often pointed, the leaves
of conifers are called needles, and the leaves of
Sitka spruce really feel like needles! In the spring

you will see little paper-like brown "caps"
covering the ends of the freih new growth. When

the covering caps first come Off, the new leaves
are a bright, light green and soft (if they are
ready you may pull the caps off gently) but very
soon they become stiff and sharp and feel like
"grown up" sitka spruceletves.

4.

I-

26
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Sitka Spruce
"Yan"
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The spruce seeds are in cones. Trees with caries of this type. are

called CONIFERS. Each SCALE'on the cone holds two little seeds;

each Seed has its own wing, so then the ripe cone opens, the wind

will carry the seeds to new places to grow.

There would not be room or'all the seeds iri the cones to become

trees, but.thg nut-like seeds ,are good food for birds and small,

animals like squirrels. You may find a place under a big spruce

where squirrels have left the center (core) of the spruce cones -

just the way you might leave the core of an apple.

Our other conifers and NOT common on the etla , but if you look

very,hard, you may find a western hemlock o yen 'a pine. The

hemlock is easy to tell-from the spruce; ,its needles are flat and

soft and rounded at, the ends. They have very small cones which also

have seeds with wings.

There is only one kind of native or wild PINE tree in Alaska, but

they may look very different, depending where"they grow. .Some get to

be very tall, large trees and some are a dwarf size, even when they

are very old trees.

Perhaps if yotlaFfind a pine, it .will

be one that was "planted" by a squirrel

or a bird, who thought he

hiding a good pine nut:

Pines have PINE CONES - of course:

which have scales and seed like -;re./

other conifers.

(-;-
"Core"f

76,,r of a

spruce
cone

/

71/1:)11 Seed, with its
own wings, ready
to fly away to
grow a spruce

tree in a new
place.

$.

7 On Sitka

spruce
+ the

Ineedle-like
leaves are
sharp as
a needle.'

Bud with "cap"

I

Find a spruce cone and count the scales. There should have been
tiho seeds in each scale. How many seeds should there have been
in the cone?

The scales on the
spruce cone look
something like
shingles on a roof.

Look at the scales of
a spruce
cone. Even

if the seeds
have "flown"
you can see
where they
have been.

,

27
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COTTONWOOD

The other large is DECIDUOUS
(that means its leaves come off in winter).
The conifers keep their leaves on all year,

so they are called "evergreens.4 They do

get new leaves and drop old ones but never
all at once!

So, probably, the only big tree you will see
in the spring that has bare branches or.is
just gettinglIewleaves will be the "black'
cottonwood." In spring the leaf buds are
Sticky with resin and smell very sweet.
You may see the .flowers or
"catkings" The male and
female flowers are on different
trees. Only the female tree
has the "cotton" that the name
"cottonwood" comes from. the
"fluffy-cottony" hairs on the
little seeds help them travel
with the wind. 4

'Black Cottonwood
PopOus trichocarpa

23 Cr)4

Only the
female tree
(the one with

seeds) has the
"cotton."



WILLOWS are shrubs or small' trees. The male and female'

flowers, like the cottonwoods, are on different
trees.' 'Theinale tree has the "pussy" that we

like to pick in the spring.

ALDER

Alder male
flowers

or "catkins"

IL

"Pussywillow"

Male flowers

have little gray
tp

,; "pussys" that
turn into yellow

0 1/

"catkins."

h(
'h,

.)//

Life size

Alder seeds also have "wings."

Alders are another DECIDUOUS tree.
Their seed cases look like little
cones but they are NOT conifers!

They have broad leaves that they

lose in winter.

p
29

WILLOW

Female catkihs
i with seed

f capsules.
When the
capsule is

ripe it will

open and the
seeds will
float away
with fluffy
"parachutes"
something like
cottonwood.



List some of the things that might attract birds
- that provide variety in the following types of habitat:

Forest Estuary

'2 2

3 3

4- 4

5 5

6 6

7 7
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vild habitats also produce food for people.

List some food that people get in these habitats.

-

1

2

3

4.

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

7 7

8

'9-

10

11

Estuaries are valuable for people as well as birds.

lor

In Column 6 on your bird list on page 3, name the
habitat where you would expect to see each bird. Some

of these habitats could be forest, fresh water lake
or marsh, estuary or wetlands, in your yard, in a city,
in a zoo, on a farm, or perhaps, for some of your birds,
in a book or movie.

4460.111

If you do not know where you would see a wild bird from
this area, look in bird books or the bird checklist start-
{nn al, page 4.o.

4;(V)
441faiiid'
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VIII. ACTIVITY! CONSERVATION.

In an estuary like our tidelands there are a lot of

things people can do. Some things destroy habitat,.

"some do not.

List things that people do on our flats that do not

destroy the habitat.

1 5

2 6

3 7

4 8

List some things that people have done on our tide

flats that 60 destroy habitat for,dtrds or other

creatures.

1

1.0
ArAr 2

-,le

3

4

----',Some of these things may be necessary if we are going

to-have a place for people. Some could be done else-

where. Which of the habitat destructive items you
listed probably could have been done someplace else?

1 4

2 5

3 6

itPIO L riP.O1
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Now you can see why we need laws to protect estuaeine resources. We

call -these conservation laws. few activities that are
control -led by.conservation laws re:

,Hunting
Fishing

Digging
Filling

4

People hunt cowbirds for fod . No hunting is allowed during
. 4.

nesting season. Hunting in th fall reduces the number of those
that have to find food through the cold part of winter. This

means more food for those that are left. Sometimes reducing the
population by hunting means less chance of starvation for those
that are left. The number-of.days.of hunting season and the
daily bag limit can be adjusted so not too many iyirds are taken
by hunters.

We have the laws we need to protect-the estuarine resource but
.for the public benefit exceptions can be made like when we need
an airport and there is no other place to build it.

People must always be careful to obey conservation laws and to
see that exceptions are not' made that are not necessary. Other-

wise we lose the values provided by the estuary.

You can help conserve birds by not disturbing their nests when
the birds are using them. Sometimes disturbing a bird on her
nest will cause her to leave her eggs or babies. Never throw

things at birds.

In Column 7 on your chart on Page 3 check the birds that people 4

sometimes hunt for food.

33
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IX, ACTIVITY: BIRD WATCHING.
=4'

Many people make it a hobby to try to find and identify as many diffetent

kinds of birds as they can. They make a list and keep records of the

birds they see. ,

There are severalrbool6 that can help you identify the birds you see.
The most commonly used, books are Birds of North America by Robbins,
Bruun and Zim; A Field Guide to Westerngirds by Roger Tory Peterson;
and the Audubon Society Field GuicieNoFtVAmerican Birds. These

books haWilitace to*check off birds you have seen.
, .

When you use a field guide be sure to cbeck in the guide the area'Where
the bird occurs to be sure that it is 1TkWy to be found in your area.
The list of local birds in this book may help.

. -

The U.S. Forest Service has printed a checklist of birds of Southeast
Alaska and also a checklist of birds of Princrielliam Sound. The U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service has a checklist of birds of Kodiak. These

will be helpful to have.

If you enjoy looking for and identifying birds it is e great help to use

binoculars or a telescope. Most birds fly away before you can get close

enough to identify them with the naked eye, but with binoculars you can
usually see most of the important field marks

There are many good places to look for birds in your area. Rijht in town

you can see many different types.of birds in the cemetery. in yards, and

by the boat harfors. Other good birdwatching areas are in the wetlands

along the beaches, and in any of the forested areas.

It often helps to go out with a small group of birdwatchers because -

someone in the group may know some of the lords you have not ygt learned

to identify.

On page 40 is a list of 62 bird species that are along our coasts in the
spring. Read this list and make a check by each bird you know. On your

field trip see how many more you can check/off.

a

4
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Right in town in the
Uke the open spaces
provide cover. Some

nectar, and some eat
find in town are:

BIRD WATCHING PLACES

residential areas you will' f; n4 birds that
of lawns surrounded by trees and shrubs to
,bifds feed an, insects and worms, some on flower

seeds and other vegetation. Birds you can

Rufous Hummingbird
Barn Sw1llow
Tree Swallow
Steller'S Jay
Chestnut-backed Chickadee

, Winter Wren

Varied Thrush
Ruby - crowned Kinglet

Myrtle Warbler

Wilson's Warbler
Oregon Junco-,
Golden-crowned Sparrow

American Robin

Down by the boat harbor and along the waterfronty you can find birds
that eat fish, shellfish, marine invertebrates ipd other foods found
in the marine and coast environment. Birds you can find at the water-

.

front-are:

°
Pelagic CdRorant
Greater Scaup
Barrow's Goldeneye
Bufflehead
White-winged Scoter
Sprf Scoter
Bald Eagle

Glaucous-winged Gull .

Herring. Gull

Bonaparte's Gyll
Pigeon Guillemot
Marbled Murrelet
Northwestern Crow
-Song Sparrow

The wetlands that have wide areas of grasses, mudflats and shallow

inlets and ponds. This is one of the best areas to see birds. In

the wetlands you can find:

'Canada Goose
Mallard
Pintail

Green-winged Teal
Common.Merganser
Marsh Hawk _

Sepipalmated Plover
Common Snipe

Greateellowlegs
Dunlin

'Western Sandpiper
Short-eared Owl
Belted Kingfisher

Water Pipit
Savannah Sparrow

In the uplands near rivers or glaciers you can find birds that like

11/4 shrubby vegetation and birds thatlike freshwater streams And ponds.

Red:throated Loon
Harlequin Duck
Bald Eagle

'Spotted Sandpiper
Arctic Tern

Dipper
Barn Swallow
Myrtle Warbler
Wilson's Warbler
Pine Siskin

*lb 35
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X. ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY.

Write a report about yourjavorite bird.

Name of bird

i006t does it look like?

Where does it live?

What Other things.have you learned about your bird?

4

,-

Birds often smash into large house windows. Many birds aloe unnecces-

sarily killed this way. Owl eyes in the window Isometimes warn birds.

Color the large circles yellow then cut out your owl eyes and put theb

up, near the center top of your window with scotch tape.

p

7J
?6
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Bird Word Search
The birds on this word search can

be found up, down, across and cliagoriali,
Circle each -bird -tinat you Pod:

Bald Eagle Teal Owl
Cormorant Hariec.uin Swan
Loon) Maliard G-uii
Murreie.t. Mail. Tern
Goose Scaup appe 0

Sar-ipiper Raven er',DW
Rabin j Thrust., L,uncoI

37

Dunlin
Heron
3ciy
Gr'ouse
PtCtornitgx)

Wci..'

,
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''Bird Habitat Word Semelch
There are twenty (20) things in

this puzzle that can be found on the
wetlands, Words can be Pound up,

roblZfn, across, and diagonally.
Circle each word that you Vinci,

R EVER SUICUIll
A D

ESEDGESWDbPrIsH E 0
L I R T R E E L N E

AU CN DL D E

LCAESA I EW
G E C S LWLE
A ONREF P
EMNIGNUF

H E M L O C K N E

River
Tide
Fish

Se-dq
Alder
Spruce
Insect
Tree

Moss
Plant'
Fern
Fung
Sea

%- Willow
Fireweed
Alga

38 \

Hemlock
Cone,
Dandelion /

Seed



ird C ross wo

Puz.zie

Bald 'axle Barn

Blackbird Crow
Bufflehead Canada

Hummingbird
Heron
Y,n1c1;nor

Across
1. Largest bird on the list that wades.
3 Looks like a robin with black band

on chest
6. Black medium ,sixel nerching bird
9. Swallow with rust/ hreast
10.Bird of nrv with large eyes
1I.Largest

12.Smallest duck
13.0ur National Bird.
14.Has feather--; on feet that art li}

snowshoes. OP

41.

er I

Do.r

1 -NAAlest Jr -11r,-; *11-14

2

; ri r 1 ri A 1th red ,t
5 Mr_ II in -I:, 3 - F T *1-1, r

what h st
7 lila, 1.` I 1. 1 }r tzar,

i riv fi

8, .nth hf-r}r.
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CHECKLIST OF SOUTHEAST ALASKA'S MOST COMMON BIRDS IN SPRING (Seaweek)

Make a check mark by each bird you see during your bird study or through the summer.

Note - some of these birds have different plumage in winter and occur in different habitats then (see your

bird book or SE list).

The habitats listed are best places to see these birds, t they can occur in other places..-

The "winter home" column shows general range in the easter Pacific area. Some of these occur elsewhere

in winter. Those listed for "Coastal Alaska" stay all winter.

See your bird booktfor several hundred more species that are sometimes seen in Southeast Alaska.

Your
Check Bird

List

Most

Size Feet Bill Habitat Distinguishing Winter

Characteristics Home

BIRDS THAT SWIM

SEA GIRDS

0 Cormorant, Pelagic
0

1111=F
0 Guillem6t, Pigeon

0 Loon, Red-throated

L Swim Long

hooked

Salt water Black, upright

M Swim Pointed Salt water Black, white

side patch

L Swim Pointed Freshwater
usually

Grey, red
throat

Coastal AK
to B.C.

Coastal AK
to Cal.

Coastal AK
to Cal.



C3Murrelet, rbled M Swim Small, Salt water Small, mottled Southeast

'lent Pointed brown AK to Cal.

WATERFOWL

Bufflehead ML Swim Wedge Salt water Smallest duck, Coastal AK

shape black and white to Mexico

C3 Goldeneye, Barrow's L Swim Wedge 'Salt water Black and white Coastal AK
to Cal.shape

0 Goose, Canada

0 Green-winged Teal

C3 Harlequin

0 Mallard

VL Swim Wedge Water, White cheek Coastal AK

shape wetlands patch to Cal.

L Swim Wedge
shape salt water wing patch Mexico

Fresh water, Small duck, green Cal. to

Swim Wedge Salt water, Blue body with Coastal AK

shape streams white streaks to Cal.
hale)

L Swim Wide, Wetlands Green head, Coastal AK

flat grey back
,
to Mex.

. --, ,



.1110.11.P.1111111

o Merganser, Common L Swim Long, Water

toothed

0 Pintail

O Scaup

°Scoter, Surf

Flat, reddish head,
white chest

L Swim e, Wetlands Pointed tail Cal., Mex.,
flat ' Hawaii

L Swim 'Wide, Salt Water Black, grey back Coastal AK
to Mex.flat

Wide, Salt water Black, white
flat head patch

Coastal AK
to Mex.

7 Z

°Scoter; White-winged L Swim Wide, Salt Water Black, white
flat wing patch =

Coastal AK
to Mex.

4, ;.->. O Swan, Whistling VL Swim Wide,
flat

Lakes,' air

tidelands

Long neck,
white

California

GULL-LIKE BIRDS

tdir 0 Bonaparte' s ML Swim Hooked Beaches, Black head, 1WapOto.
tidelands , small gull 'Mexico

,

vr.
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Glaucoustwinged L Swim Hooked Beaches,dump, Large gull, Coastal AK

fish streams, grey wings . to Mex.

L Swim Hooked Beaches,dump, Large gull,black Coastal AK
fish streams on wing tipi' to Mex.

ML Swim Hooked Tide flats, Orange bill and Chile to

glacier feet, forked tail Antarctica

...loft ft*\ ..or
gra tool,leIN%

Heron, Great Blue
4

Killdeer

M Grip Sharp, ,Streams Grey; bobs body Coastal AK

pointed up and down

'is

S long Long, Beach, Rusty back,

legs pointed;_mudflats black belly

VL Long Long; .- Beach, Bluish color,

legs, pointed "lishstreams tail

toes-

Long Pointed

toes,
legs

Coastal A
to Mex.

Coastal AK

Beach, fish Two black stripes Wash, to

streams on breast . Central
,America

46.
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. ,

A

0 Oystercat;.bers Black `11

.

Long

toes,

legs

Long,

flat

0 Plover, Semipalmatect S Long

toes,

legs

Medium

pointed

3 Sandpiper, Spotted

A

,

S Lcng

toes,

legs

Medium
pointed

0 Sandpiper, Western S Long

toes,

"f legs

Medium
pointed

Islands, Black with Coastal AK
reefs ,orange bill

Mtrdflats, One black stripe Cal+ to
beach on breast S.America

d.

Mudflats, Spots onThreast Cal, to
sandy places S.America'

vor

Mudflats, Very small Cal. to
beach S.America,

.44

0 Snipe, Common S Long 'Long, Swampy Long bill, Coastal AK

, -; toes, pointed . places . short legs to S.Amergta

legs

0 Yellowlegs, Greater

BIRDS OF

0 Eagle, Bald

S Long Long, Mudflats, Yel lokf legs

11:g
toet pointed beach.

al"

Grasp Sharp, Coast, salmon Adults have
hooked streams .. white head

and tail --

) .
.

Cal. to
S.Amerida

Coastal AK



Hawk, Marsh L Grasp Sharp, Tide flyts White above Central

hooked / tail America

Owl, Short-eared L Grasp Sharp, Tide flats Black patch near Coastal AK

hooked bend of wing, no to Mexico_

visible ear tufts

ING BIRDS: VERY LARGE

Raven, Comrlon VL perch Strong, Town

pointed

All black Coastal AK

PERCH! BIRDS: LARGE

ClCrowliorthwestarn L Perch Strong, _Beach
pointed

All black,
smaller than

raven

Grouse, Blue if L Scratch Seed Forest "Hooter"

Coastal AK

Coastal AK

Ptarmigan,)lock L 'Scratch Seed Alpine Black tail, 'Coastal AK

white in winter

am

.1 J



PERCHING Bios: flemum
kft,

M Perch' Pointed, Tide flats

t'
Seed

*.f

Rusty black,
Clight eyes

Cal. to
Gulf of Mex.

0 Grosbeak, Pine M Perch Seed Foresl, ash White wingbars Coastal AK

trees in town to Oregon

4:6

r
0 Blackbird, Rusty

rn

4

CI Jay, Steller:s

0 Kingfisher, Belted

Perch Seed Forest, 4ilue, crest, Coastal AK

estuary noisy

Perch Pointed Beach, lakes Crest, grey, Coastal AK

' white neck ring

4:41,114".

0 Robin, American Perch Pointed, Yards`, Red Breast California

seed wetlands

Starling M Perch Pointed Town, parks Short-tailed, Coastal AK

dark around towns

CIThrush, Varied

/

M Perch Pointed, Yards, Black band on B.C. to

seed wetlands redbreast California
t ,



O Waxwing, Bohemian M Perch Pointed, Yards, Yellow chest, Coastal AK

Seed forest red on wingtip to Cal.

and tail

PERCHING BIRDS: SMALL

O Chickadee, Chestnut-
backed

O Fiumningbird, Rufous

0 Junco, Oregon

Vu Qj

I
Cl Kinglet, Ruby

Crowned

S

9

Perch Pointed Forest,

yards

VS Perch Pointed Yard, on

flowers

S Perch Seed Yard,
forest

VS Perch Insect Forest

White eye mask Coastal AK
to Oregon

Male is orange, Mexico

brown, bright
orange throat

Black head, Coastal AK

white outside to Mex.

tail feathers

White eye ring, To

red crown California

1111110644w
0 Pipit, Water"

4;4
S Perch Insect Wetland Bobs, grey Oregon to

feathers, white Mexico
sided tail
feathers

Redpoll, Common S Perch Insect Forest Reds on Head and ;oastal AK
chin, nervous to Cal.



4

Siskin, Pine S Perch Seed Yard, forest Yellow on side Coastal AK

wings

Sparrow, Golden- S Perch Seed Yard,

crowned % wetland

Sparrow, Lincoln's S Perch Seed

Gold stripe on
top of head

Wetland Pale yellow-

- brown under
eye

B.C. to

California

To Cal.

Sparrow, Savannah S Perch Seed Wetland Faint yellow Wash. to
above eye Cal.

co

4,1

Sparrow, Song

4-_

S Perch Seed Wetland BlaCk spot on Wash. and
breast Oregon

Sparrow, White- S Perch Seed

crowned

Wetland Two white
stripes on
head

B.C. to
Mexico

Swallow, Tree S Perch Insect Yard, W4te breast, Cal. to

Wetland soars Centr 1

Ameri

91
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O Barn Swallow S Perch Insect Yard, barn,

wetland

I
Rusty breast,
forked tail

South

America .''\\

O Warbler, Myrtle S Perch Insect Forest,

wetland

k

O Warbler, Wilson's S Perch Insect Forest,

wetland

Yellow on side Oregon to
of wing and Panama

above tail
i

Yellow with Mexico to
black hat Panama

e)

0 Wren, Winter VS1 Perch Insect ' Forest Tail stands
up, brown

Coastal AK

9n,...

V

..-------.

t.., ..../ '''''''
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ESTUARY: WORKSHEET 1

ESTUARY (es choo er e): a place where freshwater eets

11/41

the sea, often an inlet or the wide mouth of a riv r.

'In an estuary, freshwater from the land and salt water
from the sea mix. The mixture of the two kinds of water
changes as the rivers, the sea, and the weather change.
Sometimes heavy rains or the melting ice of spring bring
great amounts of freshwater to the estuary. Sometimes the
rivers carry silt orAebris or man's wastes into the estuary.
Everytime the tide changes the mixture of salt and fresh
water in the estuary ges; when the tide is high, there
is more salt water in th estuary and when the tide is low,
there is less. Sometimes he freshwater flows over the top
of the heavier salt water, but storms, winds, currents or
changes in temperature may cause the salt water nd fresh-
water to mix. _

Because the degree of salt in the water of the estuary
is always changing, plants 4nd animals that live there must
be able to stand these changes. To the plants and animals
that can tolerate the constant change, the estuary is a'rich
place to live because it offers abundant food. As the
plants grow tall and thick, they make the estuary a shel-
tering place for birds to feed or nest. The plants of the
estuary also make this an important "nursery" for, many young
marine animals.
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1-A

TASTING YOURSELF

Draw a line under the right answer or fill in-the blank.

1. In an estuary, saltwater mixes Wl.th

2. From the story you can tell

a. the estuary is a bad place for young marine animals.

b. the estuary is a sheltering place for birds to feed or nest.

c. the estuary never changes.

3. The story as a whole is about

a. the ocean.. c. where freshwater meets the sea.

b. freshwater rivers. d. freshwater and saltwater don't mix.

4. Plants and animals living in estuarys

must be able to stand change. YES NO DOES NOT SAY

5. The estuary offers abundant food

for plants and animals. YES NO DOES NOT SAY,

6. What word in the first paragraph means a place where 'freshaatiir

meets the' sea?

SAY' & KNIOW GETTING READY TO READ

Draw a line under the right answer or fill in the blank.

1 Another word for multiply
MICROSCOPE DOUBT INCREASE HIDE

FIGHT
2. To rot is the same as

DECAY I FIGHT BEND
3.' To have many different things is to Jkave a

DECAY LEAF VARIETY, TIN1

HIDE 4. is something that helps, you see tiny
,

-, anima. LEAF . COUNT MICROSCOPE
GENERATIA 5. A word for,food material

HOPE NUTRIENT SEA,
LEAF 6. Yoq parents and gKand parents are a different

than you.
NUTRIENT'

GENERATIoN EbGE LEAF
VARIETY

INCREASE
1* f.)0

I

7

MR.



1B

SWERS

Lesson

1. 'Freshwater

2. B - the estuary is a feeding place for young marine animals.

3. C - where fresh water ?fleets the ,sea

.4, Yes

5. Yes

6. Estuary

41.

1. Increase

2. decay

3. variety

4. microscope

5. nutrient

6. generation

ANSWERS

SAY & KNOW

4



ESTQARIfS: WORKSHEET 2

PHYTOPLANKTON in the estuary.,

Phytoplankton are tiny one-celled plants drafting in
large bodiess of water - like the oceans, They are so small
they can be seen only by using a microscope, but they
come in an amazing variety 6f shapes and'colors. Like the
ldtger.green plants, phytotlankton can use the energy from
the sun and nutrients from water to make food. In spring
when the days grow ,longer and wvmer, these tiny one-celled
,plants begin to grow and divide .4ild to greatly increase in
number. 'Many phytoplankters, as they are called, are eaten
by tiny swimming or drifting animals that are eaten by
larger animals that are in their turn eaten too. Thus
phytoplankton is the fp that all animals a.n the s,ea de-

.

pend on in one way or nother.

The estuary collects many nutrients washed from the
land to the seas, which makes it avery rich plaice and a

\\Z--'..

good place gor phytoplankton tA live and multiply. Estuar-
ies often have large numbers of phytoplankters living in

,. their waters, While they are alive, the tiny plants are
food for tiny animals. When the phytoplankton dies it
splks to the bottom of the estuary. Once on the bottom
the tiny phytoplankton may either be eaten by bottom living
aimal4 or decay and become nutrient material that will be
part o the food supply for new generations of plants,

4

0

0
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TESTING YOURSELF

f
2A

Dniw'a line under the rrght answer or fill in.the blan4 '

1. Phytoplankton are tiny

2. From the, story you can tell

plants.

a. phytoplankton all idok the same.

h. phytoplankton cannot be seen byo.a microscope.

c.'phytoplankton are eaten by tiny swimming or driftlng animals.

' a'he story as a whole is about

a. one -celled animals c,. plants and animals rn the ocean

- b. one-celled piknts d. plants and animals in the estuaries

4. The estuary is a gobd place for phytoplankton to live.

YES NO DOES NOT SAY

.
Phytoplankton can use the .energy from the sun and nutrients
from water to make food.

YES NO

. 6. What word in the first paragr

DOES NOT SAY,

h means one-celled plants?

SAY AND KNOW

SOLID

MICROSCOPIC

PRODUCE

NOURISH

FIGUT

SIMILAR

APPEAR

VALUABLE

' RELAX

GETTING, READY TQ READ
Draw a line under the right answer or All in

the blank.

1. Food will you.

STORM NOURISH
2, To come into view .s to

SOLID FIGHT
3. Not useless means the same as

STORM VALUABLE
4. If you mike something you

'PRODUCE FIGHT
5. If something looks almost the Stole it looks

FIGHT RELAX SIMILAR
6.. You need a microscope to see animals.

MICROSCOPIC, SOLID RELAX

SOLID

APPEAR

RELAX
it.

STORM 4

"93
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-;-ANSWER

Lesson II

are eaten by tiny swimming or drifting animalp.

plants
r

1.'

2.

tone- celled.

C\- phytoplanton

one-celled

4. Yes

5. Yes

6. hytoplankton

t

1

ANSWERS

SAY AND KNOW

1. nourish

2. appear

3. valuable

4. produce

5. similar

1/24

microscopic

I



ESTUARIES: WORKSHEET 3

Carex,, an important plant in the estuary.

Carex is called a sedge. Th tImeans that its stem is
triangular and solid, instead of h lkow. Many kinds of
Carex can be found, in Alaska. The grow along roads. and in
yards as well as in estuaries.

One kind of Care> living in estuaries, grow very
rapidly and may reach a height of three feet or more during
la 'growing time of four or five months! This Carex begins to
grow in the spring and stops by mid - dimmer. Then in the
fall and winter, it starts to bend over, to fall, and to
decay. Finally tIle 'Carex disappears as it changes from
plant,to nutrientS:%.and return to the rich mud of the wet-
lands. Tile following spring new green shoots wail]. appear.

While Carex shoots are alive. many small animals may
live on them and some probablyqeed on the tall plant. When

new growth begins to decay, microscopic animals feast

on it. The nutrientt from the decaying Carex nourish new
sedges and grasses, or they will rind their way into the
waters of the estuary to become food .for phytoplankton.

Carex and the other plants of,the wetlands produce more

plant material than any other kinds of plants of similar size

growing in the areas. If they are measured in energy or food

value, 'wetlands may pr6duce four times as much plant material
as a rice .field and twice as Much as a corn field. This means

if we want to talk about how valuable different kinds of land

arein 01-oducing food for the animals of the world, wetlands

must rank among the most important.

10



TSTING YOURSELF

3A

Drain a line up,der.the right answer or fill in the blank.
4

.4 1. 'Carex changer from plant to

2. From the storykou. can tell

a. Carex grows fty rapidly.

b. Carex kteps gfawing all year long.

c. Carex grows a hallow stem.

3. This story is about /

. a. plants living.. in'wetlands.

b. animals Living_in estuaries.

c. how animals reprodulre.

4. _Bacteria feast on Carex. '

YES NO

4

4

DOES NOT SAY

a

;

.4

5. Wet landscannot produce foll'times as much plapt material as
a rice field.

YES Nd"\ DOES NOT SAY

6. What word means 'A stem is triangular and solid?'

SAY AND KNOW
a

11.

*

GE'rTA3C READY T READ. i

Draw.a line und4 the right answer or fill in the
blenki ...1

If something has Z) meaning'it is
FRESH ' ME KINGLESS OCEAN

To surprise someor& is to
AMAZE , ROCr BLOOM

To Lave many parts is to be
OCEAN COMEX BOOM

When something is npt the same it is
FRESH ROOT .DIFFERENT

Wt;en ,you put different things together you 'get a
M4TURE OCEAN' ROCK

is the same as roundabout.
INDIRECTLY BLOOM FRESH

'.

AMAZE

FRESH
2.

MEANINGlyESS

OCEAN

MIXTURE 4.

BLOOM
5.

INDIRECTLY

COMPLEX
6

3.

N

(7
101

I
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A

fm,

, 1. nutrient

ANSWERS

Lesson III

2. a. CargSt grows very rapidly

3. a. plants living in wetlands.

4. yes

4

5. no

6. sedge
a

11 meaning144;

2. amaze

3. compldx

4s-different

5. mixture

6. indirectly

ti

ANSVERS

SAY AND KNOW

4'

L

3B



, ESTUARY WORKSHEET 1

INVERTEBRATES in the Estuary.

Invertebrates are animals without backbones. Insects,
sea stars, clams, crabs.. worms -these and many more are
'among the common invertebrates.

In Orlstuary live many different kinds of invertebrates
and each of them has its own set of needs for the kind of
place it has to have to be able to liv Some invertebrates
in the estuary can live only where thtre is frdsh water;
others can liire only where there is salt water; still others
must have water that is a mixture of fresh and salt. Some
invertebrates live ill mud, some only under rocks, other
prefer the roots or stems of the marsh grasses and sedges.
Discovering where many different kinds of small invertebrates
are found in the estuary will help us understand how complex
and amazing the natural world can be.

Crustaceans, bivalves and worms arp types of inverte-
brates living in estuarys. Each of these small lives may
seem meaningless but they are part of a important food chain.
Small invertebrates 'eat tiny plants and animals. Larger'
animals like fish and ducks eat the small invertebrates.
Together they are steps of a food chain and are very impor-
tant'- even indirectly in feeding us.

. ...

1
"I- t,"/
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TESTING YOURSELF

Draw a line under the right answer or the'blank.

1. Ciustaceans, bivalves and worts are typbs of

2. From the-story you can tell

a. invertebrates_ live in many different plaices.

4

be.' invertebrates all live in the mad.

c. invertebrates don't like the water.

3. This story as a whole is about

a. invertebrates eat,duoks.

b. invertebrates are an important part of a food chain.

c. invertebrates don't fit in the food' chain.

4. Crustaceansare worms living in the ocpan.

6 YES NO DOES NOT SAY

5. Many different kinds of invertebrates live in the estuary.
7

YES NO DOES NOT SAY

6. What word ii the first paragraph names an animal without
a backbone?

SAY AND KNOW GETTING READY TO READ

INCREASE

BIOLOGIST

STOMACH

EXAMINATION

STREAM

SPAWN

IMPORTANT

MONTH

Draw a line under the right answer or fill in the
blanks.

1. To have great value is to be very.
IMPORTANT STREAM FOUND

2.
A

To gee'bigger in size is'to
RIVER INCREASE MONTH

3. Someone who studies plants and animals is called a
MONTH BIOLOGIST EGG

4. It means to lo8k closely
EXAMINATION' STREAM TIME

5. When fish lay their eggs it,lp called
SPAWN FOUND STREAM

6. Everything you eat goes Into your,
STOMACH. MONTH FOUND

,

411
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'ANSWERS

Lessard

4B

1. invertebrates-

2. A invertebrates.live-in many dgfeke.nt places

3. invertebrates are aninimportant part of a food chain

4. no

5. yes
4

4«

6. irmertebrate'

4'
. ........0*

. t if .
1.

1. impgrtant

2. increase

3. biolPgist

,

4. examination

5. 4pawrr

6. stoMach

7

S

ANSWERS

SAY AND KNOW

4,

;

1

.1

t
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TESTING YOURSELF

Draw a line. under the `right answer or ffll the blank.

1. Many dish ,live in the -.....-

. ,

2. Fr.Om the story you can tell ,

.
-

% A

a. salmon,live in freshwater and saltwater.

b. salmon eat other fish In the estuary.

/ c. salmon die'in the ocean..

3, This story,i)ls a whble, isLabout
I

e. what crustaceans feed on.

b: fish living in estuarret.

c. "fish in tlie ocean.

4. &Almon lay their eggs 'then die.

0 YES NO1 ,60ES NOT SAY

5,

/5

5: Salmon sPend,11 their life ifi fresh. water.

YES NO 40DOES NOT SAY

6. What word in the third paragraph is/a Aline for young salmon?

S.

.

SAY AND KN ?W GETTING READY TO WOAD
,

(-

Drawsa line under the right answer or fill in'the
,.

blank,i.
4

a

RESIDENT: 1. Natural materials are called
ANCHOR ORGANIC .WATER

TOXIC . 2. When a bird does not travel it is
ORGANIC - RESIDENT BLOOM, WRAP ,

BtOOM. 3. To kill by preventplg oxygen is called

SILT
SUFFOCATE , ANCHOR k 1 SHELL

.

4. At the mouth O)f a river you may find
SUFFOCATE STILT _HUNT wpm)

ANCHOR
5. To remove, by pasqing through is to

MCHOR-. FILTER HUNT., .

WRAP 1 . 6. ' meap.s*the same as harmful
pi. ,TOXIC-- BLOOM ANCHOR

.
,

el

i
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TESTING YOURSELF

Draw a sine. under the right answer or ff11:in the blablik.

1. Many fish live in the

2. Fniom the story you can tell

a. salmop..live in freshwater and saltwater.

4
b. salmon eat other fish In the estuary.

/c. salmon die'in the ocean- 1~
.A.

3, This storyjas a whale, isiabout-

4a. what crutaceans feed on.

b.' fish living in estuarret.

c. fish in th'e ocean..
4. &61mon lay their eggs then die.

YE NO. .60ES NOT SAY

5.'Salmon spend 7,11 tlieir life Eh fresh water.

YES NO ,DOES NOT SAY

6. What word in the third paragrAph is a dlhe for young salmon?

1

414

SAY AND KN ?W GETTING READY TORZIOAD

Draw ,a line unc1%.,r the right answer or fill in the
blanks,,

RESIDENT-
7 ,

TOXIC

ORGANIC

1. Natural materials are called
ANCHOR -ORGANIC .WATER

2. When a bird does not travel it is
RESIDENT BLOOM, WRAP

BOOM 3.

SILT
4.

SUFFOCATE

ANCHOR
5.

WRAP ' 6.

S

To kill by preventkhg oxygen is called
SUFFOCATE \ANCHOR k., , SHELL

At the mouth 9'f a river you mayfind
SILT .HUNT WRAP

To remove by pasqing through is to
'ANCHOR.. FILTER HUNT. .

meat;ts'the same as harmful
, , TOXIC,- BLOOM ANCHOR

J -/ 9

11 fT
4
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f

ANSWER SHEET

Lesson \

1. estuasrips

2. A - salmon live it fresh water and It water.

3. B - fish living, in ettuaries

4. yes

5. no

6. fry-

I

a

10

1. organiC

2. resident

4'

ANSWERS

SAY AND KNOW

f.dg,

3. suffocate IF

4. silt

5.filter

6. toxic

4

.11

el!
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ESTVARY: WORKSHEET 6

MAN AND THE WETLANDS

)

Wetlands are of 'great importance to 'man's environment.
Water washing from the land often carries with it silt,
toxic materials, and organic materials, but wetlands have
Microscopic organismS that can break these materials down
and.'stop,them from doing harm to the environment. 41-et-
lands oalso serve as filters, trapping valuable nutrients
from the soil or water and making them available fbr new
plant growth. Finally; wetlands trap silt and stop it from
traveliig further into the estuary where it would caue

' problems with life forms by blocking the, light plants need
for growth or covering fish and invertebrate eggs which would
then suffocate for lack of oxygen.

Wetlands May look like wastelands of tall, grri-ss-like
plants, but they really Are a very important part of our
environment. They serve as a buffer zone between. land and
sea, are a nursery or home for maw marine animals as well
as plants. They also provide food and cover for both ;le-
sident and,piarating birds.



.60

6A
(1

TESTING YOURSELF

4Braw a line under the eight answer or fill in the blalik.

/ ,1. Name something of great Importance to man's environTent.

2. From the story you can tell

a. Wetlands stop Water frOm traveling into the estuary.

b. wetlands trap y(luable nutrient.from the soil.

c. wetlands are wastelands. \ 6
3. The story, as a whole is about

a. grass-like plants. ,

b. birds that live in the, estuary.
J

c. wetlandS effect environment,

4. Fish and.invertabrates need oxygen to live.

YES . NO. DOES NOT SAY

5. WetJ,ands contav microscopic organisms that break down toxic
materials.

YES NO DOES NOT SAY

6. What wo51,J.Jat.he second paragraph means to travel each season:

ge

4



4

ANSVTERS

Lesson _6

V-wetlands t
. .

2. B - wetlands, trap liraluable nutrients from the soil

4

;6B

3. C - wetlands effect Aenvironment
.

4. yes

5. yes

6. 'migrating

.4.

4

`'

4

k-
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ESTURARY WORKSHEET 7

INVERTEBRATES in the Estuary.
tes

, Here is a list ofeight kinds of invertebrates you can
2.expect0 to find on ,a field trip to an estuary. Try to find

these and record where you-found them. Add to the list any
additional kinds of invertebrates you discover!

4

Who What

foraminifera microscopic animals with"
tiny shells composed of,
chambers, the last of
whiCh is open

mysids

c(Q/LoAs

ir

amphipods

, barnacles

I 4

mussels bivalves; the most common
are the blue muSsels-kwith
large purple-blue, some-
time brown, shells

bivalves; small1white
clams called Macoma live
in estuaries-most common
out here are the pink ones

. shrimp-like crustaceans
with long slender.abdo-
mens, Or "tails"

crustaceans, often with
a broad, flattened body
and large antennae

crustaceansmotten flat- ' .

.tened side to side, with,
a curved body covered some-,
times by a shiny, hard outer
skeleton

2

crustaceans that live with-
in a hard covering attached
permanently to rock, etc.t

clams

poiychaetes segmented worms, usually
with many "fleet"

littorinas smkll snails, often solid
dult`color, sometimes with
color bands. -

112

Where

collect some sand
or sand/shell debris
from the intertidal
zone and examine it
under a microscope

watch for them in
shallow pools or near
a creek mouth under
rocks along the edge

look at the cut bank
of a stream-especially
where roots are exposed

at creek mouths, under .

rocks, there are many
different species-can
you separate them from
each other by how they
look and where they live?,

marine animals. (Sed how
close to the freshwater
source they can live,)

marine animals. (Are they
more or less tolerant of
fresh water than barn-
acles)

although live animals
usuq.ly buried in sand
or !dud, empty shells may
be found

dig for them in mud where
the water is saltier than
fr'esh.

high intertidal zone on
rocks;

C
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4th Grade - AWEEK
Teacher Inf matkun

"COMMON BIRDS OF SOUTHEAST ALASKA"

Slide - Tape Sho!
and

Supplementary Materials

1. Slide Tape ShoU)
1 r

Fart 1. 20 milutee (need a 140 slide carousel) ( 1-11Q

'Fart 2: 18 minutes (need standiard (,80) Aide (I/ 112-163 )!:-
carousel)

II. Worksheet

1. 4th Grade Bird Study Worksheet.
To be used while the student are
viewing the Bird-Slide Tape Show,
"Common Birds of Southeast Alaska".

2. Precocial Birds (Canada Geese) and Vocabulary.
.To be used before showing the Birci Slide
Tape .Show to famil iarize. students with
the 'word, precoo.al.

3. Altricial Birds (Bald Bia.gle)
To be used before showing the Bird
Slide Tape Show to familiarize
students with.the word, altricial.

. Voca ulary Sheets
\To be used before and/or ,affter the
Bird Slide - Tape Show

To' be used with the 4th grade Ird
book, "Birds in the Alaska Coastal
Environment"

a. Birds and Their Bi lls or Beaks
b. Birds Can Walk
c. Do You Know
d. How Birds Get Food
e. Bird Peaks or Bills:

< Activities
f. Activities Biro Bills or Beaks
g. , Activities- Bil'd Bills or Beaks

;

**Ed. note: This,. slide -tape show is available
from the South East Rogional, Resourde Center,
538 Willoughby Avenue', Juneab, Alaska 99801.

(586-.6086) You might also ask your local %.

librarian for listuaries, Fart I and Pa'rt II"'

by Elizabeth A..Daugherty:

114
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4TH GRADE BIRD STUDY WORKSHEET.
/

What single thing sets birds apart from allN;ther animals?

.

7111k1.
Is it because they can fly? yes 1. no

. ,

/

.........--.....

'2. Can anything else

it,

4

What?

N.

yes

,

I

. .

Is it because thex can build nests? yes no

4. Can anything. Erse build a nest.?

What?

yes'
. .

5. . Is it becaute tirds lay eggs? yes

6. 'Can anythirlq' else lay eggs? yes N,

What?

no

no

no ;

.

7. Is it because birds have feathers? yes no

B. Do other thdngt haVe feathers? yes

E0,111 TY_PES OE _F EATIEka

. v

1.

2

43.
4.

,
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:
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How many leathers do these 1)1xcis have?

1. Hummingbird

2. Chicken

Swan

r. SIX MAIN GAMES OF BROS

1.

2.

3.

'5.

6.

aiLLIAILIKEELDE_EEEI.

1.

3.

4.

5.

4



444 SIX MAIN TYPES OF WS OR BILLS

11

2.

3.

4

5.

.......<-_---..--*"--.

\ 4) -----,

i jTWO TYPES OF 'BABY BIRDS -...... / t.`

1 1 What does altricial mean?

) ',
t .. 1

.11..kmomm010141Noraas 'MP

Two altricial baby birds are?

A.

B.

t,

2, What doesiprecocfal mean?

Two precocial baby birds are?

A:.



BIRD STUDY UNIT QUIZ

(Circle the-c'orreci answer,)

Bird A

1. What group is this bird in? a. Perching bird
b. Preying bird.
c. Wading bird

2. What type of foot does it have? a. Preying
b. Scratching
c. Climbing

t'

3. What is the name of this bi

p
fl

Bird B

T. What grdup is this bird i6? a. Wading bird
b. Sea Bird

Ply

c. Waterfowl

'
2: What type of fod'does it have? a. Wading ,

b Swimming or webbed

rd? a. Owl

b. Eagle
c. Hawk

c. Preying

,Bird C

1. What-type of bill does it have? a. Straining
b. Fish eating
c. Preying

2. What does this bird eat?

Bird D

1. What is tnis bird's name?

a. Fish
b. Seeds
c. Lnsects

a. Sparrow
b. Robin
c. Warbler

2. Do you think this bird migrates in winter? a. yts-
b. no

Bird E ...40444
.4t ,r. F.40m

1. What type f'bTli 44es this bird have? a. Straining
,1 or b. Probing

t
, c. Insect eating

. ,

, 2. Does this bird have altricial or precocial young?

a. altricial b. 7ecocial

.1.fli
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Story - ://th Glade

r-r)recociai Birds

WorKstledi

Directiohs:, Read the s ory. Check the meaning of the -,..

. underlined ords in the Vocabulary List.
....,--..

,----
...- ,

-:....,.....-"-^,-..-
, , -

' .;;,-,,-7.-":".--------..,,,,.,
.....
.--444i.'"

'-'-,::
----"'

)

Ca. nacia Geese'

se

CRACK!!1 CRACK! The Canada Goose gosling, a precocial

bird, cracks its way out of its'shelj wi,h its egg tooth.

Soon, a small, wet ,head with large dark eyes is cracking

out tt the egg shell. In what seems lik'e minutes, a once

very wet gosling is walking slo ly. tiN running and cwim-

cMing. It is finding food and ea ing-ALL BY ITSELF. Soon

there are five little, light-colored, downy-covered Canada

Geese trailing along after the mother goose and thd;gander.

,
In mere hours, the goose pair and their brood are

finding seeds, weeds, and grasses to, eat. They are swimming

I in the ponds and lak7s. The female is guiding her brood
ft

arTd and the male is hissing and flappiiit his wings nd

successfully keeping most everything away from his family.

121 s.



yth Grade

"NI

Canada Geese story continued,. 0

The male goose ha
9
s beentrdlectling his mate and their 0.

tiO

./ young since the female began 'setting on the eggs almdst

' five weeks ago. *

-----#iThs Canada. Goose pair made their nest in an opening

4.

in the roots of a large:spruce tree. The tree helped

protect 4ohenest fzom predators and harsh weather. First,

the female goose dug a little hollow in'the,tree roots.

.,Then she pulled some down from her feathers and lined the
. A

hole with it. She alsb gathered moss and grasses: Finally,

st_aat-led down in the nest and laid her five eggs. She

left /the nest, only briefly, to eat and drink. During

this time, the male was darting back and forth and
.,1 *.

hissing anti flappi his wings in an effort to keep

"bredatibr8.

away

In about four weeks, the goslings havd all their

feathers. In about Six weeks, they are fully grown and

look like their parents.

1 Ay
9')



11#4 Grade

/

WorKshcazi ti"

o)
VOCABULARY LIST FOR PRECOCIAL BIRDS

Gosling - a young goose

Precocial - young that can swini, run, and feed themselves
40

within hours After hatching. Some precocial

baby birds are geese, ducks, chickens, seagulls,

and shorebirds such as sandpipers, snipes,

plovers and killdeer.

tooth- a special hard spot on the upper part of the

gosling's beak. The young goose or other pre-

cocial bird-bangs the shell-with its egg tooth

until he cracks a hole big enough tq get out of.

Downy-covered - a down-like covering on the baby bird. This

v

keeps the young warm until the feathers grow in.

Gander -L a male goose

,Pair two things. Like a pair of shoes or a pair' of people.

ler

Brood - young birds froM a single 1k

Female - opposite of male. (girl, womah)

MM 1e ;,opposite of female. (boy, m an)

Mate - a friend, companion or one of a pd.123



4-M.6-ode WorKsheo.4 ji24

.7)

'1

Vocabulary list for Precocial Birds,"continued,

Predators - animals that kill and eat another animal. The

preditors of the Canada Geese in this story

include gulls, foxes, coyotes, wolves, bears,

wolverines, eagles, ravens, and man.

Dam - feathers that are the soft underfeathers1of a bird.

They help to insulate and kdep the bird warm in even

severely cold weather.

en.
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Story 4th Grade r-,

41, gald Era Le : An gird
WorKsliezi

Out of dull-colored, rough textured, oval egg comes

a very small young-eaglet.
Vr.1°1

When first,hatched this young bird is completely covered

. 10 j

with long and thick down.
.

It has long down on its head \

c \

a

At about three weeks of age, this light gray down is

pushed out. A short, woolly. thih down of a dark gray

color grows in. At about five'or six weeks, the feathers.

begin to gros n the body and wings. At seven or eight

weeks, the eaglet is fairly well feathered. The flight

feathers are About half grown.

The eagle' nest is located on cliffs or in large trees.'

The nestip a large mass of sticks that is added to each

year. It is deep so the young bards will not fall out.

The young eaglet is an altricial bird

eAgkets care. They n ed to be fed and pro:

They are helpless and nee their mother's

tected by°the parent eagles for months.

It is notltntil the third or fourth year

that the young eaglet gets the characteristic

colors of the a dult Bald Eagle.

Some other altricial birds are humming

birds, robins, ravens, and hawks

' .'
---"-"+

*
V'



4th Greide worgsheeA -*4

'IP 460°
BIM* AND THEIR BILLS OR BEAKS,Iimmwme

(Worksheet to accompany "IV. Activity: Making a Living' from
Birds in the Alaska Coastal Environment. Grade 4.)
411111mmmmmmmomipmmmk

9

Match the description of the bird's beak or bill
e name of 'the bird. You may use your bird book or a

reference book to help you.

Short Strong Bill

Long Spear -Like Bill

Sharp Hooked Bill

Gulls

.

Ducks, Swans

Sandpipers, Snipes

Slender Bills Eagles, Hawks, Owls

Longyointed Bill

orProbing Bill

Strong Slender BiI4

Wide Flat Bill

Chunky Flat Bill

Stout Hooked Bill

SparlQws, Grosbeaks,
gib

Waxwings

Geese

'1 Robins, Blackbirds 10

1 Swallows, Warblers

tiJ

Herons, Kingfishers



4th6rade

BIROS CAM IOW

wort< sheet '5

( A worksheet to accompany "IV. Activity Making Ming" from
irds in the Aladka Coastal Environment.)

Draw a line from the type of bird foot to the name of

it t at has that foot. More than one bird will have the same
kind of foot.

F

iTPE OF BIRD BDOT aILO31all'

1. SWIM" OR WEBBED FOOT thickens

2. WADING FOOT..

Robins

Eagles

Ducks

3. GRASPING OR PREYING FOOT Herons

4. PERCHING FOOT

S. SCRATCHING FOOT

Grouse

Sparrows

Hawks

Sandpiper

12

Geese

Owls



Grade
4 .

WorKshee+ '16

(Worksheet to accompany "IV. Activity: Making a Living" from
Birds in the Alaska Coastal Environmen .Grade 4)

mcirections. Using the information fou under IV. Activity:
91aking a Living in your bird book, compl e the following
sentences.-

1. Sparrows, Grosbeaks and Waxwings have

bills for eating and cracking seeds.

2. Seagulls have.

catch and tear apart l''

3. Geese have

and roots.

4 )

bills to help them

bills for eating grass

4. Herons and Kingfishers have bills

for catching tish.

5. Ducks and Swans have

eating pond weeds. .,,,,-/ I-

bills for

6. Eagles, Hawks and Owls have bills

for tearing animal food such as mice, rabbits and other rocie'nts.

7. Robins and'Hiackbirds have

bills for probing for worms and picking up seeds.
r

8. Swallows and Warblers have

mouths for catching insects.

bills and wide

9. Sandpipers and Snipes have bills or

probing bills for digging little animals out of the mud.

short sstrong

long sear -like

sharp hooked

slender "

long pointed

, strong slendet

')
Wide flat

1

chunky flat'
a

4
'S it

stout hooked



4212 6-Acie

4

4.

WorKAetzt '1.7?

C

(Worksheet to accompany "IV. Activity: king a Living" from
iirr 4004, 100 00*

Birdes-,in the Alaska Coastal Environment. rade 4)

Write the correct words in the spaces. Some of the

roots beak bill

pond weeds grass teeth

woes m e .used more than once.

mud

food

animal 'food little animals worr.

fish insects seeds

Birds do not have

Birds use their

. to chew food.

or to get food.

0 A short, st4.0,ng bill is for eating and cracking

Along spear-like bill is for catching

A. sharp, hooked bill Is for tearing

Slender bills and widemouths are for 'watching

A long: pointed bill is for digging

out of the mud.
d"

A strong, slender bill is for probing for

picking up,

A wide, flat bill isfor eating

and sifting

ti

or

A chunky,.flat bill is for eating and

A stout, hooked bill is used to catch and tear

and. scavenge

123
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Shod sAr .14

s .
(A'worksheet to accompany the information 77IrK 1.41."n "kV. Activity:
Making a Living" from Birds in the Alaska Coastal Eraironment.)

Directions:, Using your bird book as a guide, poke pictures of
th- bills or beaks described in ch bo, below.

SHORT STRONG BILL for eating
and cracking seeds

t"..

LONG SPEAR LIRE BUJ, for catching
fish

SHARP HOOKED BILL for tearing
animal food

SLENDER BILLS and wide mouths for
catching insects A



Y 16 G4cle

A

A

IpigTIVITIES: BIRD BILLS OR BEAKS

WOilliSkel4- 7

(A worksheet to accompany the information found in "IV. Activity:
Making a%Living" from iirds in.the Alaska Coastal Environment.)

Using your%bid book as a'guide, make pictures of
he i s or beaks described in each box below.

LONG POINTED BILL or PROBING
.SILL for digging little animals
out of the mud

4

6 -

STRONG SLENDER KILL for probing
for worms or picking up seeds

Draw.your favorite bird.

I

Is

(""

131
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4th Grade WorKsh

diiiiTIVITIES: BIRD BILLS OR BEAY41,
4p-
116IIINW

(A worksheet to accorpany the information found in "IV. Activity:
Makin /t a Living" from gds in the Alaska Coastal Fnvironment,4)

sw
464rArinn4 Using your bird book\as a guide, m ke pictures of
The bills or beaks described in each box below.

STOUT HOOKED/BILL to catch and WIDE FLAT BILL for eating pond
tear fish and scavenge food wbeds and sifting muc

N,S 4

CHUNKY FIAT BILL for eating
grass and roots

0.

Nu,



STEMS TO ORGANIZING A SEA WEEK IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Appendix I

Familiarize yourself with the Sea Week curriculum and
introduce it to other interested teachers and parents.

II. Catalog the resources in your area. Where are the gobd

beaches? When are the good low tides? Are there any
agency, hatchery, or museum personnel that would be
available as speakers and/or for field trips?

III. Draw up a well-thought out plan for Sea Week and present
at to your administrators for approval.,

IV. Talk to teachers in the Lamer grades about having some of
their students accompany you on your field Srilps. Brief
tliem ahead of time as to the activities you'll be doing.

V. Make up a calendar of when speakers will talk, which movies
will be shown; and when each class will take their field
trips. By arranging two field, trips near one another in
location, or by having the second class come'to the beach
when the first field trip of the day is leavinq,"gas (and
energy) can be saves by having fewer bus trips.

VI. Invite the whole community,to participate parents, chamber 1

of commerce, governmental agencies, native corporations,

businesses might display student artwork. If comrunity
fishermen,'etc: Parents can assist with field trips;

organizations are interested, the week can become a Festival

of the Sea,, with boat tours, movies, speakers, games, and

dance's. Contact your local paper about featuring Sea Week

with a photo and story - beforehand", during, and afterwards:
Radio staions might want to interview field trip leaders -'

or read stories that students have written.

VII. Spend an entire week studying the amazing ocean! Math,

problems, writing assignments, spelling words can all.

relate to our marine environment. Show your students the

wonder of sea life: 1

A-1 1 3 9'
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Appendix II

SUGGESTED FIELD TRIPS

In planning field trips for your class two things should be
considered: 1. The emphasis in Sea Week studies at your
grade lever. 2. -The availAble community resources.

I.

Consider visiting a place - beaches, docks, vessels (fishing,
pleasures ferry, barge, tour ship, Coast Guard), cold storage
plant, canneries, supermarket, government research facilities,
hatcheries. Museums, private collections and stores might be
considered for indoor trips. Arrangements might be made to
watch someone at work - fisherman, biologist, or Coast Guard
personnel. If your students have an opportunity to visit
another community you might include Sea Week activities in your
itinerary or might include the entire trip around them.

In planning any trip, if possible arrange for knowledgeable
persons to accompany your group. The involvement of interested
parents is also valuable.

FOURTH GRADE

I. Beach - A trip fdrjented to bird observations as well as to
other sea lif .

II. Estuary -

A. Field trip oriented to birds in the estuary is outlined
in the Student booklet Birds in Alaska's Coastal Envir-
onment.

B. Field trips oriented to a study of the estuary are sugg-
ested the unit.

III. School grounds or adjacent ares - observe birds'in your
immediate surroundings.' 4

,IV. MuseUm Study mounted birds and historic uses of birds for
food, clothing, decoration.

I

A-2
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Appendix III

WHAT TO DO ON THE,BUS

Put togethe\a checklist of objects (or use,the one that

follows) that the students May see at the beach. During the

bus ride, students can circle the name (or picture) of each

object that they think they will be see1.ng during the field

trip. At the beach, they can check off the objects they

actually saw, and est or count how many they saw. A

Juneau teacher makes her checklists into a small book, with

a pencil attached by yarn, and gives each pupil a sandwich

bag in which to store his/her checklist.

bus cow

can raven

fish sheep

tree driftwood

gull ` .boat

buoy
% ..4,

moose

anemone dock

whale starfish

seaweed, house

crab airplane

bottle fisherman

jellyfish liMpet shell

sand ,flea sea urdhin

mussel Torpoise

135
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Appendi*IV

A

=
CONSERVATION

Conservation may be dekined,as the "wis se-" Of our natural tesource;.
It is note the non-use of them, but rath a se that comes after care-
ful thought has been given to the reasons and consequences of that use

It is perhaps trite to say that with increasing p6pulation pressures,
the ever-indreasing need for raw materials, for recreationalpfacilitic
for homesites, etc., pressures increase on a natural environment that
may previously have been untrammeled and in no need of someone to prot
it from total %iteration. Here in Alaska, particularily, E4e residgntl
of the State ate faced with paling many. immediate far-reaching'decisic
about the natural environment of our State. What man's. impact on it
will be and if a how that impact should be limited or controlled are
some of these decisions.

Conseiyation, practic4111 come down to a few important principles:

Every 1?Iving thing, a.5.4ell as non-living(thing, has a place and
function in the balance of existence on the surface of thil planet,
whether or not we happen to know what its precise niche is. "Every-
thing is connected with ev'eryeing else." "EverYt4iAg affects every-
thing else." Destruction of one species, useless nd unimportanT4

f

thoegh that species may seem to our Ignorance, can have wide-reaching
repercussions.

2. Natural resources are -exhau table. Populations which drop below
akritical. threshold cease to r roduoe and the species plummets into
extinction. Energy resour s on earth are not renewable. Extinction
of living species'and exhaus on f non-living resources are natural
processes. Traobites went e.tinct before men appeared on the scene.
Volcanoes, spe no;tNous gases into the air. Nevertheless, the speed
with which m espkcially 20th cent,ur2.man, is destroying or using u:
extant life nd resources is astronoeraal compared to naturak process:

A
3. Since an is an intelligent being, he can, if he 411, sist
from extin uishing life and exhausting the resauices o the ea th.

. can practi e conservation without denying himself a f 11 and enjoyab?
life. His season for using _resources wisely may be an idealistic
appreciation of ell that nature has and is, or it may b9 a realizatio:
that opr tomortows will be poorer .unless wisdom regul usage of ou:

goods.
. 1

For School children stua ing Alaska's marine life, conservation
fe 'simple, et-extrem y important .principals:

1. DO VISIT THE BEACH AlmENJOY YOUR TIME THERE BUT WHEN YOU 2EAVE,'

LET THE AREA BE THE S E, OP1BETTER, THAN YOU FOUND IT.
4

2. IF YOU TURNOVEdgOCK,TO SEE WHAT IS HIDING UNDER IT, TURN IT
#14ACK OVER WHEN YOU RAVE FINISHED. (What lives there may depend.
for survival on the exact kind of micro-habitat that exists unde
that rock.) 0

ft

Reerand Shore. Hawaii Nature StUdy Program for Elementary
School Children, p. 4. /

A-4



3. IF YOU PICK UP ANIMALS FOR CLOSER VIEWING, DISTURB ONLY THE
ONES YOU WANT TO LOOK AT, HANDLE THEM CAREFULLY, THEN REPLACE
THEM WHERE YOU FOUND THEM,. SEA CREATURES CAN LIVE OUTSIDE OF
THE WATER .ONLY BRIEFLY. A PAN OR BUCKET OF SEAWATER WILL ALLOW
CLO ER EXAMINATION AND REDUCE STRESS ON THE ANIMAL. KEEP THE
CON INER OUT CF DIRECT SUNLIGHT AND REPLACE THE WATER IF.IT
BgGI 0 WARM. HANDLE FISH WITH WET HANDS TO PRESERVE THEIR

til

PROTECTIVE SLIME AND IN H NDLING CRABS AND JELLYFISH WATCC OUT
FOR STINGERS AND PINCHERS. \PICK CRABS UP FROM THE BACK AND ,

SUPPORT THEIR UNDERSIDE WIT THE PALM OF YOUR HAND. DON'T TOUCH
-JELLYFISH. o

4. IF YOU WANT TO dItE LIVE MATERIALS IN THE CLASSROOM AFTER THE
FIELD TRIP TO THE BEACH, TAKE ONLY WHAT YOU WILL NEED, TAKE CARE
TO KEEP IT ALIVE, AND RETURN IT TO THE BEACH WHEN, 6U ARE FINISHED
WITH IT.

. //,

5. NONLIVING BEACH MATERIALS MAY BE COLLECTED BUT USE MODERATION
HERE, TOO. IF MATERIALS ARE FOR CLASS USE, HAVE A PROJECT IN
MIND BEFORE YOU BEGIN COLLECTING AND THEN GATHER ONLY WHAT YOU
WILL NEED. YOU MAY WANT TO GATHER DRIFTWOOD, STONES, BITS. OF
POLISHED GLASS; UNLESS YOU ARE A SECOND GRADE TEACHER, HOWEVEP,'
PLEASE COLLECSE' QNLY A FEW, IF ANY, EMPLY SHELLS LEAVING THESE
MATERIALS FOR THE SECOND GRADERS WHOSE ONLY SEA WEEK BEACH AND
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY IS STUDYIbiC THEM.

1 '

.
o

4
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Appendix V

A CHECK LIST

FOR .

A FIELD TRIP TO THE BEACH

1.%

You the teacher:

1. Be sure you are pe onally familiar with the beach to which
you and your class re going. If you have not been there
before, take a bit of time after school or on .the weekend
to go to that beach and walk It carefully. By being familiar
with it yourself, you can Anticipate what your students will
be able to see and do there.

2. Check carefully on all bus arrangements for your class. Be

sure that a bus is scheduled for you and be aware of the
delivery and pick-up times.

3. Arrange for adequate adult supervision. Usuallithere is no
problem in finding parents willing to go along. Often junior
or senior high school students may also be avail le and, if
they are taking biology or other related science courses, they
can be very helpful. One older student or adult for every five
or six children would be a good iatio in terms of safety,
control, and learning.

4. Give careful thought to what you will do with your time at the
beach. The beach is an exciting place Just to explore, but
sore thought and directions given to the activities to take
place will make the experience richer and more profitable for
students and you, too.

5. Meet - or at least talk by phone with your volunteers before
the field trip to acquaint them with sour plans for the outing.
Be sure-that each of them knows specifically what you would
like each to do. Recommend that they attend 'appropriate -

training workshops and' provide them with inf rmation from this
guide or elsewhere.

6. Well in advance of the beach trip itself, begin preparing Ayour
students for their experiences there. The better prepared
they are, the more successful the field trip will be.

7. Letters should be ritten to all parents, including permission
slips, so that pa s know about the activities in which their
children will be lved.

is

8.' Collect and ready all materials you will need for the field
trip - buckets, pans, binoculars, camera, whateve it is you
need. . You might consider bringing or arranging f some kind

/' of snack at the beach - a big bag of gorp CM & M's, raisins,
salted peanuts, etc.) always make)a hit and a snack can serve

A-6
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to reorganize matters at the beach and create a natural (though

slightly Contrived) change of ;Pace and focus. (see the suggested
time Plan that follows.) Be sure to take along a supply of
bandaids - or better yet, a small fitst-aid kit 1.)ist in case

there is a need for it.

9. Plan the trip ahead, but allow'for flexibility. If'a whale is
breaching just off shore while you are trying to teach the life _

and ways of a barnacle, yo9r tytttenEs will not be absorbing much

of your lecture. Be prepared to take advantage of those special
events that occur.so often along our shores.

The students:

1. Involve them in preparing for the field trip as much as possible.

2. Explain to them any rules for field trip conduct. Stress especially
the fact that the beach is a special environment and a fragile one
whose beauty comes from the LIVINC'plants and animals to be found

there. Iippress upon them the. need to respect the life forms they

will see, to leave the beach a nearly like they find it as possible
and not to collect or molest 14ve beach animals unless you, the
teacher,'Aave very specific and well thought out needs for limited
quantities of live animals and materials for use in further
teaching processes and have-requested the students help you gather
materials. I

3. A quick talk about safety at the beach would not be out of place -
the need for proper clothing, care to be taken on rocks that are
slippery when wet, what Xo do in 1,14,se of injury, always keep an
eye on the tide to be sure yckl,.are not stranded or lose gear to
the rising waters, etd...

4. If a Class project is plannA for the beach time, help students
to prepare ex gather 'materials they will need to take with them.

BOTH teacher and studentl:'

BE PROPERLY DRESSED, It is always difficult to predict what the

al

weather will be in astal Alaska but there is often a good
chance that there ma be rain. ke sure everyone knows that he
or she should core dressed warmly dnd prepared for rain if that
prospect seems at all likely. Wearing layers of clothes always
makes sense - a short sleeved shirt, then something with long .

sleeves, topped by a sweater or warm jacket and something water

and wind-proof. Foot gear is important. Layer socks for maximum

warmth and wear RUBBER boots if possible.'' Carrying a back pack
is a gooA'idea for students and teachers alike. It leaves'your
-hands free, lets you store away layers of clothes you want to
shed or don't need at the moment and is a gooti place to keep the

snack you and/or the students have decided to bring along.
VIP

4
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.Appendix VI

SUGGESTED ON-SITE ORGANIZATION

.\ The beach an an expating place on your first visit there or your
\ five hundredth and the most normal and natural thing to do on the

beach is to walk - or run - along the shoreline to see wh
there for the findling. If your class has been workirig ha';cro-rt)

sea related studies and has carefully outlined what they want to
do with their time at the beach, then perhAps all students will set,
right to work,with whatever tasks have been outlined beforehand.
But, if a less structured approach seems to be in order, you might
try the following idea...

Part I
vi

If, before the beaCaperience, you have been working in the class-
room with the students on the particular area of marine knowledge
outlined for your grade level, then the students Should have a good
idea of particular concepts or kinds of life or situations they
might look for at the beach. Students could have the first half of
the time at the beach to apply their knowledge in a frac kind of
framewol-k. That is, for example, if you are a second grade teacher
and have been studying shells with your students, give them the
first part of their time at the beach to see how mans different kind
of,shells they can count, or give them some other similar kind of
task that they can carry out and at the same time still be free to
explore other aspects of the beach.

Pai7. II

At the midpoint of your allotted time at the beach, gather the
children together./ Taking a bit of time out to open that big bag of
gorp, or gathering for -some other kind of snacking, works co draw. .

everyone together, change the pace and focus.

After the quick energy break is a good time to have the students sit
down quietly and talk about what they have seen or to have adult
helpers work insmall groups with children to share further discoveries

0 or knowledge about materials fdund on.the beach. As an example, if
you are a first grade teachertrho has been studying marine animals
with your class, each adult helper might have been assigned to gather
in a bucket - with the children's help - examples of a particular
group of animals during the first part of the time on the beach.
Then, during the second half of the beach time, each adult and his or
her bucket of materials might circulate from one small group of
children to the next, encouraging them to touch, feel, Observe certain
characteristics or qualities of these particular animals.

Children weed both to enjoy the beach'just for the pleasure there is
in being there sand to grow in understanding the complex well of life .1r

and envitonmental factors that are at woxk there: If careful thought
and planning have gone'on well before the actual crip to the beach,
there is every reason to believe that both these goals can be
accomplished.

A-8
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A LOOK AT THE BEACH

.

Appendix VII

$

Any be,ich is as individual in its own way.as are we who, as 41,dividuars

%.can be oL.*Inguished from all other people. Just as each of us repre-

sents only one combination out of,the many possible, so it is with

beaches. A beach is a place where the sea confronts the land, and

every aspect of that sea and that land edge is important in determining

what the general appearance of that beach will be and what kinds of
plants and animals will grow and thrive 10 that particular environment.

Many factors combine to determine the personality of that unique and

special place.'

The Sea
7

If we t1ink first about the water at the beach,. we realize that there

are several ways in which it can vary. To begin with, for example,
those of us living in the Juneau area look out to waters that are

relatively protected. That is, our beaches are not subjectd to the
open, powerful swells that are common on coast lines that abut the

Open ocean. Unlike conditions that Might be found at Sitica, for

example, the wave conditions along our beaches are always relatively

mild and non-violent. Even in the Juneau area, however, local

differences in topography influence the personality of the beach.

Whether,
cover,

particular beach area is a' straight, uninterrupted stretch,

a deep or shallow over, or a Jutting point wfll influence the force

and effect of. the waves upon the shore. Consequently, we might

expect tojind different kinds.of life on a point, 11 a cove, or cn

a straight, uncomplicated shoreline because each species has a parti-

cular ability to withstand grOter or lesser wave force.

We all know that the sea is salty but we. may not all realize that the

concentration of salt in sea water can be highly variable. In the

open ocean, salt concentrations measure about 32 to 33 parts per

thousand. In our inside waters around Juneau, the average salt

concentration in main channels may be slightly less than that because

of the greater Influence of fresh water entering from streams and

'rivers. At the mouths of the streams and rivers themselves, where

salt and freshwater mix, salt concentrations are very low. Because

each kind of marine plant or animal has its own built-in tolerances

to varying saltiness or freshness, these living populations vary with

the salinity prevalent at a particular place. 2

THE SIZE OF PEBBLES

If you stand on a beach and look thoughtfully at it, one of the first

things you will notice is its texture whether it it sandy, gravelly,

composed of cobbles, bedrock, mud or a combination of two or more' of

these. The.nature of the beach is critical in determining what -can

live there. Let's examine.each kind of substrate in turn to see what

kind of life we might expect to fiend.

141
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Mud, .

.

Mud can be anything from relatively poro us sand-soil mix to the clay
muck that tucks rubber boots right off your feet. If you look at the
surface of this kind of substrate, you will be aware of little, of any,
life. Here and there you may see the flexible tubes of mud dwelling
worms sticking up an,iinch or so above the surface. Or you may see
"cake decorations" left by other burrowing worms. Finally, you may be
aware of the presence of clams by the squirts of water and the sipho.411
holes in the mud. Digging with a shovel will reveal the Various 1"F

inhabitants of the mud. in all their glory - fat, bulbous peanut worms:
.slender, earthworm -like nemerteans of various descriptions; many-
legged annelid worms; and hardy bivalves.

Sand

,
Because sand is more porous than mud, it is a better surface for many
bdrrowers, a better surface for a wider number of animals to live on
and in. On a sand flat at low tide one may.find starfish, sea urchins,
and numerous kinds of crabs and snails. Some of these animals wander
over the sand flats when they are submerged, scouring them for bits of
food: Some crabs, like the Dungeness, tend to stay in sandy areas
because of the methods of self-protection involves burrowing into
the sand to hxte. (Even when the sand is exposed, watch for depressions
n the surface that mimic the shape of the crab's shell. By digging

there, you may uncover a crab that stayed buried evenlas the water
receded.) By looking for clam or cockle siphon 1-4olcis", you will discover
these common residents of sandy areas and by digging carefully you may
unearth, them.

Cobbles and Boulders

Obviously, the size of lOose rocks on the beach may range from sorething
Just a bit coarser than sand up to boulders too large to be lifted. In
general, the larger the general size of the roc),,pieces, the greater
variety of life one might expect to find there. The more stable the
hard surface is, the greater protection and anchors it can afford a
resident plant or animal. Intertidal areas of cobbles or rocks are
often most obviously serving as anchorages fcr marine plants (most
common in the Juneau area, Fucus, the rockweed, the tough, ubiquitous,
brown plant with the bulbous reproductive bodies that kids like to pop)
"and for barnacles and blue mussels that may cover certain rocks'of
sections of bpach in great density. If you begin to look down among
the beds o rockweed, barnacles, and mussels and UNDER cobbles and
boulders, you will discover an amazing diversity of life forms. Small
six-rayed starfish cling beneath medium sized rocks, often brooding
clutches of eggs. Blennies up to six inches or so in lenth,(one of
the two most common intertidally discovered fish) hide under rocks.
So do amphipods or sand fleas and tiny crustacean beach scavenges that
quickly seek new cover when discovered under their protective rock.
Clinging to the surfa, of the rocks may be limpets, chitons, spongds.
Look for the latter particularly under overhangs of larger rocks.
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Because of their ability to serve as anchors and because they offer
so many protective niches, rocks on beaches afford some to the best
looking places. Don't neglect to have along a magnifying glass so

you can really see some of the tiny, critters! Guaranteed that the
more your look, the more you will see there! J1.1..t be very sure that

after you turn over a rock to reveal its undersiae residents, that
you replace it so the animals don't dry out and perish!

Bedrock

This is just as exciting a place to poke,,,,-as cobtleslbo er areas
and many of the same inhabitants can be found here - with two general.'
kind of exceptions. First, obviously this rock surface can't be
turned over so the "roc)5 and sand or mud residents" are not here..

Second, it is in bedrock areas that you are most apt to find.remnant
puddles of water tidepools - that may harbor lots of life, including
small anemones with tentacles exten6ed to trap food (they come in a

wide variety of gorgeous color'combinations), rock hard ccralline
algae that looks like hard, pink plaster but are actually lf,ing plants,
tiny immature sculpins, and perhaps little shrimp. Be sure to lock
carefully in crevasses 'for sponges, starfish, and other creatures.,

THE DISTANCE FROM THE WITEll,

Each species of marine plant and animal has a part cular tolerance
to being out of salt water. Some of them, ,for le, are never
found intertidally because they have absolutely no tolerance for
exposure to the effects an air environment. 0 rers can stand
being out of salt water r,extended-periodsof time, needing only
to be wet by the sea on occasional very high tides. By locking at
the beach in a section from its highest high water mark down to
the water leief on a low, low tide, you can quick y begin to se,e

major differences in plant and animal populations

The Highest Fringe

__At_ the upper limits of the intertidal zone, least life forms are
evident., You may notice that the rocks appear black here. This is
because they are covered by a black encrusting lichen or by a blue-

green algae that makes these rocks treacherous and slippery when 'get.

In these upper reaches, too, may be found the cordon tiny,p&riwinkle -
a fat, ridged snail that sometimes seems.to pepper the rocks.

The Middle tone
4

As/ you move down toward the water's edge on a low tide, you kill be
aware of obvious colOr bands or patches on the beach: There may be
banding of Fucus, the common br6wn rockweed, and of blue-black mussels
(the intertidal - and subtidal - bivalve that attaches itself by tiny

threads to rocks and pilings and othei surfaces), and barnacles. Here

too you will begin to see limp4ts (the species of which are sometimes
most quickly identified by how low or high they are founid on the beach),

am s, various starfish, tiny black sea cucumbers, and other forms
life there were not in evidence A higher levels.



The Lowest Zone

As you approach the water's edge, you will no)f some of the plants
and animals that were evident at higher levels. n general, however,
che lower you go in the intertidal zone)he great r the diversity of
life forms you will find. Here you will find se urchins, a wide
variety _of often large starfish, perhaps Duven, e king crabs, large
white or .varicolored sea anemones (if they are out of water, these will
look kilike squishy, uninviting blobs, but look out into the shallow
waters to see the same animals in all their expanded glory), and the
larger snails.

So...as you look at any particulat beach for the first time, there is
a great deal to think about. Remember that each part of the beach,
each kind of surface type, each height from the water, each kind of
topographical variation 2ndizatts what life may be found there. In
general, it is advisable to spend the lowest pat of the tidal cycle
closest to the water's edge for in that way you will have the maximum

pa amount of time to spend along the beach area that is revealed $o us
least often and which 1ds to harbor the greatest diversity ck plants
and animals.

you.can, acquaint your students with these obvious or 'subtle
ariations in the beach habitat for it will enrich their beach

k experience, too!!!

Am.
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Appendix VIII

TIDES

Studegts can understand some basics about tides and should
definitely learn that the height of the water on the beach
varies with the stage of the tide and.that maximum and
minimum tidal,-.levels vary each day. - -

Tides, in'a very simplified kind of explanation, occur be-
cause of the gravitational Bull of the sun-and the moon on
the earth. Just as the earth exerts gravitational force
(why does an apple fall? why can't we step off into space?),
so doVlese other two bodies. The force of the pull of the
sun and moon on a particular place oz earth depends on. how
directly tifey are in line with that place. The force they
exert tends to pull the water away from the earth's surface
on the side of the'earth facing,thus causing a high tide.
BecauSe'the relative position of the sun, earth, and moon
are constantly changing in a cyclic rhythm, so are, the tides.

Activities

Here in Southea.,:z Alaska we experience a tidal cycle that
consists of.two unequal high tides and two unequal low tides
each day. With some students in primary grades and all thdose
in upper grades, you might sit down with a tide-table and
look at the numbers and explain what they mean. You might
even make a simple chart of tide levels and of ..a..11.9/ties to
coincide with various stages of the tide. For lnst6nce-, it
might be much easier to launch a boat when the tide is high
but digging clams can best,he done on the very lowest tide.
Students might be shown the same beach at high and at low
tide and through words or art work cempare the differences.

Preparation for Field Trip .

(

In preparing for the field trip; discuss tides with the/students.
Mention the need to be as close to the water as possible when
the tide is at its lowest in order to see that strip of beach
and the life that is there, for the watet qui0sAy comes in and

covers it. Talk, too, about the need to be aware of the tide
level and thus not to set a pack or bucket next to the water's
edge and expect to find it there later if the tide is flooding.

As a teacher you need to be aware of the time of low tide when
scheduling your field trip to the beach and in planning the
activities that will take place there. The timeof very lowest
tide should.be kept open for observation of what is'hto be found

in the zone nearest the water. Activities such as taking a'
break for a snack or gathering around buckets to discuss and
examine particular animals should occur when the tide is ebbing
or flooding.
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Iippendix IX
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HELPFUL REFERENCES.

Field Guides

Abbott, R. T. 1968. Seashells of North America._ Golden
' ' , Press, New York. 280 pp. $3.95.

Ayres, J. and D. McLachlan. 11979: Fieldbdok ' Pacific North-

-e*---
west Sea Creatures. Naturegraph Publishers, Inc./ Ha py
Camp, California. 208 pp. $10.00.

Furlong, M. and V. Pill. 1933. ,Edi?hte,7 Incredible! ERCO,
Inc., Tacoma, Washington. 62 pp. $2.50.

,
. . 1973. Starfish - Guides to Identifi-

cation and Methods of Preserving. ERCO, Inc., Tacoma,
Washington. 104 pp.. $3.50: 1

G b let, M. L. 1956. Seaweeds at Ebb Tide. University of
` Washington Press, Seattle. 182 pp. $4.95.

,/
Hosie, R. C. .1969.. Native Trees of Canada. Information

Canada, Ottowa. 380 pp. $7.20.

Kozloff, E. N. 1974. Keys to the 'farine Invertebrates of
Puget Sound, the San Juan Archipelago and Adjacent Regions.
University of Washington Press, Seattle. 266 pp.

Madlener, J. C. 1977. The Seavegetable Book. Clarkson N.
Potter, Inc., New York. 288 pp. $6.95 (recipes:).

r ,
4

) . ,

McClane, A. J. 1978. Field Guide to Saltwater Fishes of :forth
America. Holt, Rinehart an Winston, New York. 283 pp.

Marie, Olaus J. 1975. A Field Guide to Animal Tracks.
Moughton Miffin Co., Boston. 375 pp. $6.95.

Murray, C. and D. Somerton. 1976. Field Guide to the Fish
of Puget Sound and the Northwest Coast (printed on water-
proof paper). University of Was Press, Seattle.
70 lop. $5.95. /

Rice, T. 1973. Marine Shells of the Pacific'Coast. ERCO,
Inc., Tacoma, Washington. 102 pp. $2.95.

Robbins, C. S., B. Bruun, and M. S. 21m. 1966. Birds of
North America., Golden Press, New York. 340 pp. $4.95.

Smith, L. S. 1976. Living Shores of the Pacific Ndrthwest.
Pacific Search Press, Seattle. 149 pp. $9.95. -.

i

Viereck, L. A. 1974., Guide to Alaska Trees. United States
Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 98 4pp. $1.35.
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Waaland, J. R. 1977. Common Seaweeds of the Pacific.Coast.
Pacific Search Press, Seattle, Washington. 120 pp. ,$5.95.

Marine Mammals

Graves, J. A. 1977. What is a California Sei Otter? BoxwdOd
Press, Pacific Grove, California. 30 pp. $3.50.

*

McDearmon. 1974. The Wa124.us - Giant of the Arctic Ice.
NDodd, Mead, and Co., New York. 45 pp. $4.25.

Proctor, S. J. 1975. Wha/68 - Their Story. Vancobver Public
Aquarium Association Newsletter vol. XIX no. 4, July/
August 1975. Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. 14 pp. .

Slijper, E. J. 1976. Whales & Dolphins. The university of

.- Michigan Press. 170 pp.

Stonehouse, B. 1976. A Closer Look at Whales and Dolphins.
Gloucester Press, New York. 31 pp. $1.95.

Fish

Burilon, Dr, M. 1972: The Life of Fishes. Golden Press, 111,7

York. 61 pp. $2.95.

Childerhose, R. J. and M. Trim. 1979. Pacific Salmon.
University of Washington Press, Seatt16. 158 pp. $24.95.

DeCarli, F. 1978. The World of Fish. Abbeville Press, New

York. 256 pp. $6.95.

Hart, J. L. 1973. Pacific Fishes of Canada. Fisheries
Research Board of Canada, Ottowa. 740 pp. $14.40.

Birds

Bradbury, W. 1976. Birds of Sea, Store, and Stream. Time
Life Films, Inc. 128 pp. $8.95.

Ecology

Adamq, R. 1978. Nature Day and Night. Viking Press. New
York. 107pp. $10:00.
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Britith Museum of Natural History. 1978. Nature at Work.
British Museum, London. 84 pp. $4.95.

'Carepot, T. 1977. Pacific SeashoYees. University,of
Washington Press, Seattle. 208 pp. $14.80.

Activities

Cornell, J. B. 1979. Sharing Nature With Children.
Ananda Publications., 142 pp. $4.95.

Curriculum:Research and Development Group - University of
Hawaii, 1976. Reef and-Shore - Hawaii Nature Study
Program for Elementary School Children, Teachers'
Guide. University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 265 pp.

Lien, V. 1979. Investigating the Marine Environment and
Its Resources. Sea Grant College Publications, Texas
'A and M University, College Station, Texas 17843.
439 pp. $8.00

Mauldin, L. and D. Frankenberg. 1978. North Carolina
T Marine Education Manual (4 volumes). UNC Sea Grant
Publication UNC-56-78-14-A, North Carolina State
Univesity, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607.

Oceanography

-Bascom, W. 1964. Waves and Beaches: the Dynamics of the
Odean Surface.' Doubleday andrlompany, Inc., Garden
City, New York. 267 pp. $2.50.

Scientific American. 1969. The Ocean, W. H. Freeman and
Company. 140 pp. $3.25.

Issues

Ball, J. L. Jr., T. Frady, and R. S. Lee (eds). 1977.
Readings From.Alaska Seas and Coasts. Alaska Sea-Orant
Program, Fairbanks. 252 pp.

Browning, R. J. 1974: Fisheries of the North Pacific:
History, Species, Gear, and Processes. Alaska Northwest
Publishing Company; Anchorage. 408 pp. $24.95.
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Drucker, P. 1963. Cultures.-of the North Pacific Coast.
Chandler Publishing Comp Scranton, Pennsylvania
243 pp. '

Figdor, B. and G. 1978. Salmon Fishing (one of a
children's series o" people at work in Alaska). George

Figdor, Haines, Alaska. 48 pp. $7.95.

Kramer, L. S., V. C. Clark, and G. J. Cannelos. 1978.

Planning for Offshore Oil Development: Gulf of Alaska

OCS Handbook. Alaska Department of Community and
Regional Affairsvision of Community Planning,
Juneau. 257 pp.

Miscellaneous and General References

Alaska Dept. of Fish and,Game. Wildlife Notebook Series.
(fish species and crabs) 'Juneau.

Angel, H. 1976. Life in the Oceans. Cathay Books,
London. 125 pp. $6.66.

Angel, T. and Harris. 1977. Animals of the Oceans. Two
Continents Publishing Group, New York. 156 pp. $10.95.

Berrill, p. J. 1966. The Life of the Ocean. McGrav,-Hill

Book Company,'New York. 232 pp. $7.50.

Calvin, J. and E. Ricketts. 1968. Between Pacific Tides.

Fourth Edition. Stanford University Press, California.
614 pp. $12.50

Flora, C. J. and El. Fairbanks,,M.D, 1977. The Sound and

the Sea: A Guide to' Northwestern Neritic Invertebriate

Zoolo'gy. Washington State Dept. of Printing; Olympia.
474 Pp. $8.50.

Johnson, M. E. and H. J. Snook. 1927. Seashore Animap
rAof the'Pacific Coast. McGraw-Hill, New York. sn pp.

Tyler, J. 1976. The Children's &)ick of the Seas. Usborne
Pub. Ltd., London. .32 pp. $2.95.

United States Fo;est.Service. Beach Camping and other
informative publications. Juneau. 10

University of Alaska. Alaska Sea Grant Program. Alaska
Tidelines, a Sea Grant Publication for Alaska Schools.

Fairba4ks.
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'151Iis +++ CheAl'sFith agencies inoyoUr area, aquaculture assos-
ciations, theU. S. Coast Guard, kcal corporations to
.see'what publications they may have available.' 0N.4%

S.

-OTHER LEARNING AIDS
)

Alaska State Museum has multi-media learning kits available
tqr use by,AlaSkan schools, including a Salmon kit. Priority use
is gilten to bush schools. Write:, Alaska State Museum, Pouch FM,
pyneau,Alaskar 94S11.

,011e 4

Your school can order films through the Alaska State Film Libxary.
Their marine science/oceanography listings are too numerous to
mention, lait some topics that are dealt with include: marine .9

invertebrates, ocean currents, the beach,W4les, life cycle of
the sa2Mon, mollusks, ,tide pool life, marine science careers,
sea birds, octopus, the ocean as a food source, lashing tech-

'

nitres, the ecology of the ocean, and seacoast cultures.

The Smithsonian Institiition is currently field testing a binder
r of estuary study activiti-e ($9.68). Activities ilailude:
4eachcombing, Mapping, Warnacfes, Build A Trap, Fish Adaptations,
Fish, Marsh Muck, Crabs, Water-in Motion, Menance Oil Slick,
Oil Spill Cleanup, and Estuary 3-D Board. For more information
write:

S

' ,1

SEA (Smithsonian EstuaLne Activities)
Chesapeake Bay Center For Environmental Studies
Smithsonian Institution
P. 0. Box 28,
Edgewater, Maryland 21037

Posters on beach safety and pamphlets on tides, whales, crabs, and
other marine topics are available from the Oregon State University
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program. For a, catalog and price list
(many are free) write:

Extension Communication-Marine Advisoryl Program
° Oregon State University AdS 422
Covallis,OR 97331

.°'1111
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ALASKA.SEA WEEK EVALUATION FORM
computer code nuMbers

(1-4)

I. Town or village (5)

2. Grade level (6-7)
--77----

3. Number of students involved (8-10)

You may need to review .your Alaska Sea Week materials to gswer these questions.

4. How many classro6m (indoor) activities and worksheets did you use from each book:

Book (Grade leVel) Nuxber of activities

Discovery (K) (11-12)

Sea Animals (1) (13-14)

Shells (2) (15-16)

Glacial & Intertidal Boology(3) (17-18)

Birds (4) 4 (19-20)

Fish (5) (21-22)

Man's Influence on the Sea (6) (23-2

5. What is the total number of field (outdoor) activities used frOm the 7 books? (2

6. How many periods (1 hr, each) dit your class spend an the Sea Week Program?

Please check the appropriate box to the right of each question.

7. Were the Alaska Sea Week materials
relevant to your curriculum?

8. Did the Sea Week materials motivate students
improve they math, reading, & writing skills?

9. Did the Sea Week materials upgrade your
science program?

10 ;Did students enjoy the Sea Week activities?

11 Did students develop a greater awareness,
appreciation, and respect for the sea?

12:, Did students develop decision-making skills
necessary for resolution of marine issues?

13. Was the material appropriate for your
students' grade level?

0

14. Was the teacher background Section adequate?

15. Were the teaser instructions helpful &
complete?

16. Were parents and other connunity members
Involved in your Sea Week?

17. Were parents favorably impressed with the
Sea Week Program?

18. Did Sea Week help improve, the relationup
of the school to the comnumity?

1

cidedri
yes,

no
opinion

[decided.
no_yes

(1) (2: (3) (4 (5)

(1) (2: (3) (4, (5)

(1)
i

(2] (3) ,(4 (5)

WI -42;

_
(3) (4 (5)

7

(1) ( 2; (3), N., (.4 (5)

(1) (2: (3) (4' (5)

(1) (2; (3) (4 (5P

(1) (2: (3) (4 (5)

1'

(1) ( 2 (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) ' (4) (5()

41) (2) (3) (4) (5)

19. Rate your overall fegings about the Sea Week MATERIALS on` a scale of 1 to 5.

1=high;
20. Rate your overall feainv about the gea Week PROGRAM on usl=1;434 5.

(ER,
PLEASE)

151 4

(27-29)

y

( 30)

( 31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36/

(37)

( 38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(92)

(43)



21. How many teachers are in your school?
- How many are using Sea Week materials? lk.

22.155 you plan to introduce the Sea Week materials to other teachers? yes (1)

no (2) (46)

23. Do Au plan to use the Sea Week materials again? yes (1) no (2) (47)

24. Would you b,e interested in aetending a marine education/Sea Weekworkghop:
yes (1) no (2) (48)

'If 9D, list your name and school address:
4

Name

Address'

(44-,

25. Wilt other comments do you have? Are there any specific improvements you would
suggest?

7

I

41r

"A-

r
Please return this completgiorm to Jill Thayer/Belle Mickelsoh, Alaska Sea.tlInt Prograz

University'of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska 99701.

ti


